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theMurray Ledger 8c Times
In Our 111th Year
Murray. Ky., Saturday Afternoon, May 5, 1979




With a proclamation signed by
Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley and
Calloway County JudgeExecutive
Robert 0. Miller, May has been of-
ficially proclaimed "Senior Citizens'
Month."
In conjunction with "Senior Citizens'
Month," several activities have been
planned. On May 8, the Senior Citizens
Swing and Sway Band will perform
from 1.30 p.m. to 2:30 at the Ellis
Cotrununity Center.
On May 10, the Hazel, New Concord
and Hamlin senior citizens will have a
joint outing at Paris Landing. For more
information, call Annette Burnham at
436-5364. Also on May 10, Cybil Clark, a
dance instructor, will give dance
Lessons from 1:30 p.m. to 4 at the Ellis
Center.
Fair Day will be held from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. May 16 at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center. There
will be information booths, a plant sale,
arts and crafts sale, bingo, pie and cake
sale, popcorn, soda, hot dogs, white
elephant sale, door prizes and games
for all ages. Clowns will be on hand
from 3 p.m. to 5.
Those senior citizens needing tran-
sportation are asked to call 753-0929 on
May 15.
Other days of the month, open houses
will be held at the Ellis Center, Douglas
Corrununity Center and Hazel Com-
munity Center. The public is invited to






NEW MSU STORAGE fAClUTY Dr. James T. Thompson, left, chairman
of the Department of Agriculture at Murray State University discusses the
university's new Harvestore (background) with Ray Bristol, a sales represen-
tative of Harvestore Systems, Inc, Guthrie, which erected the facility. The
70-foot-high structure is located on the university's 368-acre laboratory
farm one mile west of the campus and has a capacity of 280 tons of alfalfa
haylage. Glass lined and sealed, it was erected at a reduced cost of ap-
proximately $30,000.
Annual Honors Day Set Friday
Honors Day at Murray State
University - a program each spring to
recognize students who have
distinguished themselves by academic
achievement and leadership-is
scheduled at 3:30 p.m. Friday, May 11,
in Lovett Auditorium.
Individual presentations of grants,
cash awards, certificates, and citations
will be made by the university and by
various campus scholastic and
hancrary organizations to 139 students
An additional 328 students will be
recognized in the program for the
accomplishment of meeting the
membership standards of various
campus honor societies.
Dlk Richard Butwell, vice-president
for academic programs, emphasized
that all parents and friends are invited
to attend the program, which has been
scheduled for the first time on the eve of
commencement.
He mated that the change in the date
from past years for Honors Day was
made for two primary reasons-to
schedule the two most important
academic activities of the year ,on the
same weekend and to make it more
convenient for parents to attend.
Martha Boles of Madisonville, a
senior and 1978-79 Student Government
....., Association president, will preside
during the honors program. Sherry
Bugg, Wingo Route 2 senior, will
deliver the invocation.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university
president, will welcome guests to the
campus, and Butwell will introduce the
academic deans. The deans will preside
as representatives of each -un-
dergraduate college make presen-
tations.
Among students to be recognized are
the outstanding senloi woman and
man, outstanding studInt in various
academic departments and honor
societies based on scholarship, and
students named to "Who's Who Among
Cast Announced For
'Taming Of Shrew'
The cast for this surrimer's first
Playhouse in the Park production, "The
Taming of the Shrew,", has been an-
nounced by Community Theatre
director Richard Valentine.
"We'll end up with a cast of over 30
talented actors, acrobats and
musicians. I want to really thank all of
the men and women who auditioned for
our first production of one of
Shakespear's plays. If I had known the
response was going to be so great we
would have done it sooner," said
Valentine.















Mostly sunny and mild today.
Highs in the upper 60s. Clear and
cool tonight. Lows in the law 50s.
Mostly sunny and warmer
aday.J1Igb in the_ .upper. 70s.
Kentucky E xtende d Forecast
Monday through Wedneday:
Partly cloudy through the period
with a chance of showers about
Wednesday. Lows in the mid 40s
to low 50s Monday and in the 50s
Tuesday and Wednesday. Highs
generally in the ,70s.
One of Shakespeare's liveliest
comedies, "Shrew" introduces a
flamboyant young man, Petruchio, who
sees a great challenge in marrying
Katherine, who no other man would
approach because of her shrewish
temper, and then taming her to become
a model for other wives who should
worship their husbands.
Other love interests, clever servants
and mistaken identities make the play a
bawdy, fast-paced, enjoyable evening
of theatre. Wes Bartlett will play
Petruchio opposite Rhonda Hertz as
Katherine. The young lovers are played
by Greg Schmaltz and Debbie Geurin.
The clever servants are played by Rich
Simon, Ben Moore, Dennis Hill and
Mike Pitts. Others include Reed
Hairtsworth, John Pasco, Jr., Mark
Austin, Paul Dailey, Don Fleming, and
Ned O'Brien.
The old men will be played by Mara
Etherton, Tom Begley, Carlton Parker
and Bob Valentine. Gary Martin plays
one of the jilted suitors, Hortensio.
Others in the cast include James I.
Schempp, Larry Bartlett, Carroll
Edwards, Julie Billington, Martha
Pitman, Mitch Jackson, Kathy Pasco,
Nancy Schempp, Linda Carter, Marion
Hattenbach. and Lori Del Buono.
"The Taming of the Shrew" will be
presented Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, June 7, 8, 9 and 14, 15, 16 at
8:00 p.m. in the City-County Park near
the old log courthouse. Try-outs for two
• other rusy.-iuuse M the Park produe:
titans, "To Kill a Mockingbird," and the
musical fantasy "Peter Pan," will be
announced soon. Auditions are open to
everyone.
For more information about any of
the Community Theatre's activities call
the theatre office nnd 24-hour program
information line at 759-1752.
Students in American Uniyarsities and
Colleges"
The 20-piece Brass Choir, a student
group conducted by John Hancock,
instructor of music, will provide music
for the program.
A reception in Eagle Gallery on the
fourth floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center will follow the program.
Students To Be Speakers
At AMU Commencement
Outstanding seniors Itibeeca
Christina Myers of Mortals Gap and
James H. Long, Jr., of Desloge, Mo.,
will be speakers for the 56th annual
spring commencement exercises at
Murray State University on Saturday,
May 12.
They will share the podium with Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, university
president, in ceremonies to begin at 10
a.m. in the university fieldhouse. Both
mid-year and spring graduates
awarded degrees by Curris.
Miss Myers and Long will be formally
recognized as the Outstanding Senior
Woman and Man in the Honors Day
Program on Friday afternoon, May 11.
Dr. Richard Butwell, vice-presidents
for academic programs, said their
selection to appear with -ettift-on the
graduation program is in keeping with
an effort to make commencement this
spring "a More student-centered"
program. 
Henoted that the university ad-
ministration, the commencement
committee, and the Student Govern-
ment Association agree that it is ap-
propriate for commencement, a
ceremony to honor students, to have
more direct involvement by students.
Others to participate on the program
include the Rev. Mr. Steve Davenport,
vicar of St. John's Episcopal Church
and United Campus Ministry staff
member, who will give the invocation
and benediction, and the 38-piece Wind
Sinfonietta conducted by Paul W.
Shahan, Which - /day the
processional and recessional and
provide special music.
Miss Myers will be graduated with a
perfect 4.00 academic standing and
share recognition as the top student
academically in the class. The 21-year-
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Myers of Mortons Gap has an area in
accounting and a major in French. -
Long, 22, will be graduated cum
laude. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Long, Sr., of Desloge, Mo.,
and has a double major in biology and
chemistry.
They were chosen as the outstanding
seniors by a faculty-student-staff
committee from students named to
-Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges."
Derby Breakfast Attended By.
Many Gubernatorial Candidates
FFtANICFORT,Ky. (AP) - A bright
sun and chilly temperatures greeted
early arrivals today for the traditional
Kentucky Derby breakfast.
The first guests from the Frankfort
area began arriving about? a.m. for the
last breakfast in Gov.Julian Carroll's
administration.
Because of the large number invited,
the guests were served at four different
times.
Several gubernatorial candidates
were among political personalities
arriving with the later groups.
The governor invited about 9,000 to
the annual breakfast served under a
large blue and white tent next to the
executive mansion.
Gov. and Mrs. Carroll stood just
inside the tent entrance to greet
everyone. At noon, the windup, the
governor's party planned to drive to
Churchill Downs in Louisville for the
big race.
The breakfast tradition began when
President's Review Ceremony Features 350
then-Gov. and Mrs. A.B. Chandler
invited about 100 friends in 1936. They
used to pay for the festivities.
Later administrations began the
practice of relying on the vast amount
of food and sometimes services from
venders who did business with the
state.
"The (breakfast) has grown and
expanded beyond any idea we ever
had," Chandler commented. "I sure
like it, though. It's a great day for
Kentucky."
The breakfast also has become
something of a political sideshow,
especially every' four years when the
gubernatorial races are held.
However, among those not expected
today were two anti-administration
candidates - former atepubiican Gov.
Louie Nunn and Congressman Carroll
Hubbard. They said they had other
plans.
State Auditor George Atkins, also a
severe critic, said he never was invited,
but the administration declared this
was a mistake and sent lam another of
the invitations, which depict a row of
'horses - unlike last year's version
which prominently displayed Carroll.
The politics never gets down to
speechmaking, merely making the
rounds, shaking hands and commenting
to news media.
Carroll's aides have been using the
invitation list drawn up by the prior
administration of Wendell Ford, now a
U.S. senator, and adding to it.
Those invited included legislators,
local officials and supporters of the
administration from throughout the ,
state. The administration checks on
suggested new guests to try not to let
the list grow too much.
The traditional menu inatudea eggs,
fried apples, grits, country ham,
sausage, fruit juice, pastries and
coffee, with vast quantities of the
ingredients trucked in and prepared
well before dawn.
Lubbers Named Outstanding ROTC Cadet
the President__________ a  
President's Review ceremony Thur-
sday. Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
president of the university, made the
_—pf_aaantation.
Cadet Shelton, who will graduate in
December of this year and expects to be
commissioned a second lieutenant of
Infantry, also won three other awards.
He was honored as the outstanding
cadet from the campus at summer
camp, the award being presented by U.
Col. Holmes Ellis, Retired, former
Murray mayor; the superior senior
cadet award, presented by U. Col.
Randall Routt, professor of military
science at the university; and has just
returned from Lexington, Va., where he
was presented with the George C,
Marshall Award.
Cadet Shelton is married to the
former Madeleine Hartman of
Louisville, and is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Lubbers of Bowling
Green.
Presentation of the President's
Sabre, one of six general awards.
climaxed the cerertiony during which.
cadets were honored for inciividui
achievement in both general, and class.
level categories.
Other general awards presented and
the recipients were:
Rifle Marksmanship Award to Cadet
Mark A. DelC,otto, Chicago Heights.
Ill., sponsored by the Murray Klwanis
Club and presented by Arlie Scati,
Murray, past Kiwanis lieutenant
governor.
ROTC Sportsmanship Award 10
Cadet Michael Borowiak, Nashville,
ni., sponsored by the Daughters of the
American Revolution and presented la
Mrs. Christine Batts, secretary If the
Jacobs Elourrry. Chapter, Fulton.
Outstanding Pershing Riflernen
Award to Cadet Jeffrey A. Taylor-
Fulton, sponsored by the Disabled
American Veterans with Donald
Herndon, Mayfield, state conunander,
making the presentation.
Outstanding Ranger Award to Cadet
Philip R. Merrell, Madisonville,
sponsored by the United Daughters of
annual
Cadet Major John W. Lubbers, II, of
Bowling Green, a 25-year-old senicr
outdoor recreation major, has been
named the outstanding cadet of the
year in the 350-member Reserve
Officers Training Corps program at
Murray State University.
In recognition of the honor, the most
prestigious of the year, he was awarded
1
the Confederacy and presented by Mrs.
John Livesay, Concord, president of the
J. N. Williams Chapter.
Outstanding Color Guard Award to
Cadet Stephen P. Myers, Detroit,
Mich., sponsored by the Daughters of
the American-Revolution and presented
by Mrs. John Nance, viCe-regent of the
Capt. Wendell Oury Chapter, Murray.
Military History Award to Cadet
David M. Elliott, Mayfield, sponsored
by the Daughters of Founders and
Patriots of America and presented by
a Mrs. Livesay.
Sojourner's Award to Cadet David G.
Derrick, Balboa, Canal Zone, spona
sored by Chapter 177,C1arkaville,
Tenn., and presented by Chief Warrant
Officer Jack Carroll, Ft. Campbell,
chapter president.
El Tigre Award to Cadet Jay F.
Sullivan, Pulaski, N. Y., sponsored by
the American Veterans of World War H
and presented by Senior Master
Sergeant Elvis Green of the Murray
State ROTC program.
Scholastic Excellence Award for
first-year cadet to Cadet Laura K.
Quigley, Louisville, sponsored by the
Murray Rotary Club and presented by
Forrest Priddy, club president.
Scholastic Excellence Award for
second-year cadet to Cadet Michelle F.
Soncrant, Stoughton, Mass., sponsored
by the Murray Lions Club and
presented by Dr. Yancey Watkins, past
president.
Scholastic Excellence Award for
third-year cadet to Cadet Joseph K.
Bruenderman, Louisville, sponsored by
the Murray Milan Club and presented
by. Wayne Williams, lieutenant
governor.
Scholastic Excellence Award for
fourth-year cadet to Cadet Steven H.
David, Columbus, hid., sponsored by
the American laKion and presented by
LTC Routt.
Leadership Award for first-year
cadet to Cadet Gordon L. Zeck,
Louisville, sponsored by the Woodmen
of the World Insurance Societies and
presented by Tim Scruggs, Murray,
field representative.
Leadership Award for aecond-year -
cadet to Cadet David C. Buffington,
Greenville, Mo., sponsored by the
mayor, of Murray and presented by
Leonard Vaughn
Leadership Award for third-year
cadet to Cadet Karen F Pfeffer,
Dudley, Mo., sponsored by Associalton
of - the United States Army erg
presented by LTC Routt.
Leadership Award for fourth-year
cadet to Cadet Philip R. Merrell,
Madisonville, sponsored by Veterans of
Foreign Wars and presented by Brown
Tucker, former commander of Post
353B, Murray. -
General Military Excellence Award
for first-year cadet to Cadet Dixon A.
Smith, Frankfort, Germany, sponsored
by the Sons of the American Revolution
and presented by Dennis C. Nall,
president of the Murray Chapter.
General Military Excellence Award
-far second-year cadet to Cadet Son-
crant, sponsored by the Military Order
of the World Wars and presented by Dr.
Hugh L. Oakley, Murray, retired dean
of the College of Industry and
Technology at Murray State.
General Military Excellence Award
for third-year cadet to Cadet Dowell K.
Ryan, Murray, sponsored by the
Reserve Officers Association and




General Military Excellence Award
for fourth-year cadet to Cadet Edwin L.
Courtney, Murray, sponsored by the
American Legion and presented by
LTC Routt on behalf of Roy Folson, •
commander of American Legion Post
73, Murray.
Superior Cadet Award for first-year
cadet to Cadet Stanford R. Routt,
Murray, sponsored by the Department
of the Army and presented by Major
Bruce Thomas, S-3, 1st Bn., 123
Armored, Kentucky National Guard,
Paducah.
Superior Cadet Award for second-
year cadet to Cadet Myers, sponsored
by the Department of the Army and
presented by Walter Apperson,
publisher of the Murray Ledger &
Superior Cadet Award for third-year
cadet to Cadet Bruenderman, spon-
sored by the Department of the Army
and presented by president Curris.
Superior Cadet Award for fourth-year
cadet to Cadet Lubbers, sponsored by
the Department of the Army and
presented by LTC Routt.
TOP CADET - Cadet Major John W. tubbers, II, Bowling Green, accepts
the President's Sabre from Murray State University President Constantine
W. Curris afterazieing named the outstanding cadet of the 1978-79 school
year in the 350-member Reserve Officers Training Corps program at the
university in the corps' annual awards ceremony Thursday. A senior out-
door recreation major, he plans to graduate in December and go on active
duty as a second lieutenant of infantry.
-
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PAI Events Listed For Community Calendar
Saturday, May 5
Immanuel Lutheran Church
lathes will have a rummage
sale from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the church.
Deward's Chapel Pen-
tecostal Church will have a
roadside sale at the church,
located on Highway 94 East.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Murray Al-Anon will meet
at the Carman Pavilion,
College Farm Road, at 8 p.m.
This is a support group for




plant sale will be held from
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
greenhouse, 1620 West Main
Street.
Kentucky Rebeletts Booster
Club of the Sandy Coleman
Twirling Academy of Murray
will sponsor the third annual
Miss Kentucky Lakeland
Twirling Pageant from 8:30
a.m. to 6 p.m. at the Calloway
County High School gym-The
public is invited.
Open Money Horse Show
will be held at the New
Providence Riding Club at 7
p.m. Admission will be $1.
Hardin Days Celebration
will open with a country ham
breakfast at Country
Crossroads Restaurant from 5
to 8:30 a.m., flea market in
Baptist Church parking lot,
and horse show, sponsored by
Hardin Optimist Club, at 7-.30
p.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center, Murray State.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will 'include
American Bison slide
presentation at Center Station
at 2 p.m. and Between the
Lakes Carporee at Camp
Energy.
Willing Workers Club of
Hazel will have a bake sale in
front of Singer's inshe Bel Air
Shopping Center, Murray, at
10:30a.m.
Annual all day homecoming




teams will be at Stewart
Stadium to compete in the
annual Murray State Racer
Invitational with a twilight
meet beginning at 5 p.m.
Derby Day Party at Murray
Country Club will open at 2:30
p.m. at the club with Messrs
and Mesdames Joe McCoart,
Gene McCutcheon, Pat Moore,
Bobby Fike, Lawrence
-PhiIpot, and Mr. Buddy Farris
in charge of the
arrangements.
Kick Off Breakfast for
Women Golfers is scheduled
at the Oaks Country Club.
North Fork Baptist Church
will have its annual all day
homecoming with the Century
Singers of Benton to be
featured in the afternoon. ,
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Sunday. May 6
Blood River Baptist Church
will have its gospel singing at
2:30p.m. at the church.
Annual King and Queen
Pageant will be held at 2 p.m.
at the Fern Terrace Lodge.
The public is invited.
Sixth anniversary
celebration of the Rev.
Richard Drew will be at the
Freewill Baptist Church at 3
p.m.
Spring semester concert of
55 students, ages 3 through 15,
representing 11 schools in
three counties, a Murray State
spring project, will be at 2:30
p.m. in the Recall Hall, Fine
Arts Annex.
Officers and of the
Murray-Calloway County
Humane Society will host
tours of the animal shelter on
East Sycamore Street
Extended during in open
house from 2 to 4 p.m.
Women of the First
Presbyterian Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m. for the in-
tallation of officers and annual
birthday program.
Monday, May 7
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
11:30 a.m. at the club house.
Members please note that this
is being held and important
business will be discussed.
General meeting of the
Murray Woman's Club will be
at 7 p.m. at the clubhouse. All
members of all departments
are urged to attend.
Monday, May 7
Hazel Community Center
will open at 11 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens with lunch at 11:45
a.m.
Reservations for the ladies
day auncheon for Wednesday
at the Murray Country Club
should be made by today with
Libby Hart, chairman oof the
hostesses.
Mrs. Linda Wright and
students will present a
musical program, "People To
People," at 3 p.m. at the
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church. There is no
admission charge and the
public is invited.
Calloway Band Boosters
will meet at the band room of
the Calloway County High
School at 7 p.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7
p.m. at the church.
Monday, May 7
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:3 p.m. at the social hall of
the First United Methodist
Church. This is for all single
adults over 18 years of age.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-1792 or 753-
9261.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the Masonic Hall, Highway 121
North.
First Baptist- Church
Women's Groups will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon with
Frances Brown at 7 p.m., and
Kathleen Jopes with Louise
Tarry at 7:15 p.m.
Calloway County Dry
League and Citizens for Drug
Control will meet at 7 p.m. at
the Woodmen of the World
Hall. All members and in-
terested persons are urged to
attend.
Tuesday, May 8
St. Leo's Women's Guild will
have their annual dinner party
at 6:30 p.m.
WORLD FRIENDSHIP CLUB — Attending the meeting of the club held at me home ofConnie White were, left to right, back row, Monica Walston, Germany, Doris Johnson,Ola Mae Roberts, and Edith Noffsinger, Murray, Matadi Canady, Philippines, fatanehJafari, Iran, and Gracie Erwin, Kirksey, front row, Wipawan Nisamaneepong, Thailand,Espie Von Ameringen, Philippines, Connie White, Murray, Moneer Ghaffari, Iran, DaisyMathew, India, children, Ash kan and Elham Ghaffari, Iran.
Tuesday, May 8
Groups of CWF of First
Christian Church will meet as
follows: I at home of Mrs
Henry Fulton at 10 a.m. and
IV at home of Mrs. Robert
Puttoff at 7:30 p.m. with
program by Mrs. Corinne
McNutt. 1,
Murray Star Chapter N)
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall. The initiation
has been postponed.
All WMU groups of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
with the Rev. Ronnie Adams
to present the program.
Calloway County Y.F.Aettes
will meet at the Murray
Vocational School at 7:30 p.m •
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. W. L. Alford, Bessie
Tucker with Mrs. Max
Brandon, and Maryleona
Frost with Mrs. David Henry,
all at 9:30 a.m., and Faith
Doran at the church at 2 p.m.
Mothers' Morning Out will
be held at 9 a.m. at the First
United Methodist Church. •
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. James
Smith at 9 a.m., II with Mrs.
Fred Phillips at 10 a.m., Annie
Armstrong with Mrs. Paul
Lyons at 12 noon, and III with
Mrs. Rubena Dawes at 2 p.m.
Tuesday, May 8
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Paris Road
with Charlene Curd at 1 p.m.,
Coldwater with Mrs. Newel
Doores, and New Providence
with Gayle Herndon.
Hazel Senior Citizens ac-
tivities will be at the Hazel--
Community Center starting at
11 a.m. with lunch at 11:45
a.m.
Ellis Center will be °pea "
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. Fcr ,n-
formation call 753-0929
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Coln-
munity Center at 10 a al.
Murray TOPS Cub will









Fruit . Brownies Frairee&ttrakeCURRY DIP
A friend's version of one of
my recipes.
1 cup mayonnaise
1 cup sour cream






Crushed onion to taste
hs teaspoon salt
ss teaspoon pepper
Whisk together all in-
gredierts; cover tightly andstore in refrigerator. Makes
about 2"2 cups. Serve with Cau-
liflowerets, scallions, carrot
strips, celery sticks and radish-




Mr. and Mrs. Orie T. Lee
Mr. and Mrs. Ovie T. Lee of Almo Route 1 will eelebratetheir 40th wedding anniversary on Sunday, May 13, with areception at the Community Room of the Murray Branch ofthe Federal Savings and Loan Building, Seventh and MauiStreets, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to call between thehours of 2 to 5 p.m.
The family requests that guests not bring gifts.Mr. and Mrs. Lee have two daughters, Mrs. Mike (Anna)Sabados of Manchester, Mo., and Mrs. Cleo (June) Colson ofAline Route One. Their four grandsons are Donald and RogerColson and Mickey and Fticy Sabados.
- Parent 's Corner.
--Breaking
Household Items




The material in this column
, is addressed to all parents who
may be concerned about the
quality of the relationships
with their children.
The idea for such a column
was developed from :the
Murray Chapter of Parents
Anonymous which meets each
Monday at 7:15 ,.nn. For in-
formation about the meetings
persons may call 759-1792 or
753-9261.
Options that are suggested
are not exhaustive and there
may be others which have not
been cited. Readers are urged
to submit questions for
commentary or respond to the
column by sending inquiries to
Parents Corner, c-o The
Murray Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
This week's topic asks:
QUESTION:
What do you do when your
eight and ten year old boys
break your lawn mower after
having been told not to fool
with it? This situation might
apply to any household im-
plement). •
OPTIONS:
I. If possible respond calmly
by asking both children how
the mower was broken, trying
to understand the facts Of the
incident. One helpful idea is to
separate both . children
initially, assuring that each
one has an opportunity to giye
"his side." •
2. Remove some positive
reinforcement which they
defintely expect as a means of
stopping this behavior, in the
futtiFt. That is watching,
television or taking away
some special community
activity.
__Is If you decide. that Rah
boys have hadsan equal-part to
Play in breaking the mower,
explain to them that part of
their allowance money will be
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By Abigail Van Buren
The Wages-
Of Thin...
DEAR ABBY: I have twin daughters, 18, who are &Vineme crazy. They are obsessed with being thin. They werealways a little on the plump sideuatil two years ago whenthey decided they wanted to be as thin as fashion models.They dieted themselves down to skin and bones.
Now they eat whatever they want —and three themselvesto upchuck afterwards. They also take a lot of laxatives tostay thin.
I've tried to tell them that they are ruining their healthbut shey wont listen to me. They think they look wonderful,but they look sick to me.
I am worried about them, Abby. What should I do?
WORRIED MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Get your daughters to a doctor! Theycould be suffering from 'snore xia nervosa" (self-starvation).Your physician will probably recommend psychotherapy forthe girl., as this condition involves psychological as well asphysical problems. I urge you to act at once. They can behelped, but they can't do it alone.
DEAR ABBY: I've read your column for years and respeciyour advice.
I just learned that our 19-year-old daughter, a junior incollege. bought birth control pills. I am distressed and shocked and wouldn't have believed it if I didn't have the facts.She will be home in a few weeks. Please tell me how tohandle this.
I can't give you my address because my husband opensthe mail first. I haven't told fiirn. He'd be heartbroken.
I hope to read your answer in your column.
HEARTSICK
DEAR HEARTSI('K: I can understand your disappointment, but there is nothing to handle now. Apparently yourdaughter is either considering having sex or she's alreadyinto it. However, she's over 18 and it's her decision. In anyease, be grateful that your daughter is protecting herselfagainst accidental pregnancy.
As for your husband's reaction, would he be less heartbroken to learn that his college daughter was pregnant instead of on the pill?
DEAR ABBY: A friend and I were recently discussingpickups. Do you think it is all right for a woman (age 25) whois waiting for a bus to accept a ride from an attractive, politeman on a rainy evening?
I have always felt that if a woman accepts a ride with astranger, he might get the idea that she was a pickup. Myfriend says that anyone could tell by just looking at me thatI am not the type, so it would be all right to accept the ride.What do you think?
DINAH IN LINOLN
DEAR DINAH: Anyone who thinks he or she can cetianything about • person just by looking should think again.No sensible woman gets into an automobile with a strangeman regardless of how -attractive and polite" he appears tobe. And a man who picks up a stranger also is taking a bigchance.
DEAR ABBY: You said recently that studies on lovemaking revealed that the average American couple spent!vim 10 to 16 per minutes per act.
My husband related this information to his boss who cornmented, "Not me. I,spend one minute on the act, and 29minutes apologizing."
EVIE IN BELLEVUE, WASH.
Del yes wish you had mere friends? Per the secret etpopularity, get Abby's sew booklet; "Bow To Se Popular;You're Never Toe Yam or Ti. Said 11 with a win,siduaaarmis.a. stamped 4211 seats, saveloys to Abby, 132
Leaky Drive, Beverly Bills, Calif. 30212.
FOR SUNDAY, MAY 6, 1979
What kind of day will a partner or close ally, you'retomorrow be? To find out what liable to drift into a mood ofthe stars say, read the solitude. Research financialforecast given for your birth projects.
Sign.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nlee'V'
After attending to household
duties, you'll want to socialize.
However, it's best not to talk
shop with disinterested
parties,SAGITTAIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) Nar
Creative activities go well,
but it may be too soon to
present these ideas to
superiors. Still, you can
discuss other career matters.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Important domestic
decisions mark the a.m.
Later, discussions with those
at a distance bring pleasure.
Don't go overboard, though.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
It's a good time to present
your viewpoints to others.
Expect a busy round of local
visits and neighborly chats.
Financial questions dominate
)(Don't let the prospect of (Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
we financial gain cause
overspend ROW YQU




 W Discussions 2  t  
Sept. a2b2o)u
t joint
assets mark the a.m. Later,
you're inclined to be lazy or to
put things off. Affairs at a
d,r'sel3ritiatAce23 ptroosOPcert. .22 A
After an important talk with
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)41
A restless sleep could cause
you to lose tact. Others may
take offense if you're too self-
assertive. Some taaks you'll
Complete, but not all.
TAURUS •
Apr. 20 to May 20)
You'll make an important
private decision. Later, you'll
loosen up and have fun, but be
careful of self-indulgence.
GEMINI
, May 21 to June 201 ,
The morning hours find you
preoccupied with a friendship
matter. In the p.m. you'll want
to do things about the house,
but you could easily be
distracted.
CANCER
'June 21 to July 221 eti:2)
Be careful of wasting too
many hours on the phone.
You're in the mood to talk, but
don't be careless in what you
say to others.
LEO the p.m.
(July 23 to Aug. 22 )412fg PISCES
Financial discussion marks
--the a.m. Later, partnership
swiiittets : —waves :t11141en,
but don't forget to complete
your tasks.
- YOU BORN TODAY are
idealistic and artistic. Your
creative ability attracts you to
art, literature, music, acting,
and design. Your best success
comes by holding fast to your
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Garland-Hart Vows
To Be On June ,29
Miss Beverly Ann Garland
and Everett Dale Hart
. Mr. and Mrs. Bert Junior Garland announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest
daughter, Beverly Ann, to Everett Dale Hart, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd A. Hart of Lynn Grove.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Robert Kilgore of Pine Bluff Shores, and of Mrs.
4.ucille Garland of Murray and the late Bert David Garland.
he is a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High School and is
employed at the Murray Division of Tappan, Inc. .
Mr. Hart is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd H. Hart of
Puryear, Tenn., and of Mr. and Mrs. Willy T. Everett of
Murray. A. 1978 graduate of Calloway County High School, he
is presently employed at Murray Auto Parts and also part-
time at the Artcraft Photography Studio.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday, June 29, at
7:30 p.m. at the Russell's Chapel United Methodist Church
with Bro. James A. Thomason officiating. A reception_will
follow the ceremony_
No inVitatations will be sent, and all friends and relatives
are invited to attend the weddingand the reception.
-Pottertown Homemakers Club
Hears Lessons At Luncheon Meet
Louise Short presided at the
April llth meeting of the
Pottertown Homemakers Club
held at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
The devotional leader.
Lurene Cooper, read the
scripture from Matthew 10:42
and 25:35-40 and two readings,
Are You A Neighbor?" and
"A Woman's Name." Shirley
Werts, secretary, ' gave her
report.
Patye Overcast handed out




discussed by Louise Short who
gave health tips on how one
can prevent these problems









munization can help control




saying that if one sees that a
store price is extremely high
and if a product doesn't meet
standard quality, there is a hot
line one can call, 1-800-372-
2960, Attorney General of
Consumer's Protection Union.
Group singing was led by
Lorene Cooper and Louise
Short,- and games were led by
Dorothy Simon.
Announcements were made
of the Kentucky Extension
Homemakers Association
meeting May 16-18 at the
University of Kentucky,
Lexington, and of the Southern
Kitchen Cooking School on
May 22 at 7 p.m. at the Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University.
Others present were Gussie
Adams, Katie Overcast,
Mildred Thompson, Ruth
'nicker, Lois Smith, and Ruth
Weston.
The club will meet Wed-
nesday, May 9, at 10 a.m. at
the Colonial House with
lessons to be on "Know Your
Homeowners Insurance" by
Mary Gertzen, "Martial
Enrichment For All Ages" by
Reba Jo Roberts, "Safeguard
Your Home" by Dolores
Zinkovich, and "Flower Pot
Covers" by Rosina Zim-
merman.
HEALTH 
Earlx exam is important
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Re-
cently I developed a slight
discomfort in the stomach
and abdomen accompanied
by a change in bowel move-
ment pattern. My stools
were smaller and often
watery.
A sigmoidoscopic exami-
nation and a barriurn epema
X ray of the colon showed no
internal growth or polops.
My doctor's diagnosis was
spasm of the colon with
divertiCula. I was advised to
take Metamucil and if this
does not correct the condi-
tion, he will prescribe some
form of belladonna.
As I understand it, I have
diverticulitis. What exactly
causes this condition and is
it apt to recur? Also can this
condition develop into some-
thing more serious, such as
a tumor or growth requiring
a colectomy?
DEAR READER — Lot
me congratulate you on hav-
ing the good sense to go see a
Guest Writer---
doctor. Anyone who devel-
ops a persistent unexplained
change in his or her bowel
habit pattern should go see a
doctor at once. That can be
the first sign of cancer of the
colon.
We really don't hear much
About it and I suppose it's
because people are reluctant
to discuss it. But cancer of
the colon is the second most
common cause of cancer
deaths in both men and
women; Most of these, if
they are found early enough,
can be cured. The problem is
that most of them are not
found until they have al-
ready spread to other parts
of the body.
I can't stress too strongly
to all of my readers the
importance of having an
early examination if they
have any sudden change in
bowel movements that's not
explained or any unex-
plained bleeding from the
rectum.
I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 5-6,
Diverticolosis. It will give
you a great deal more detail
than I can here about this
problem of pockets of the
colon. Other readers who
want thit issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New .York, NY
10019.
We really don't know what
causes those little pockets to
develop on the colon. Each
one is like a small appendix.
Most authorities think that
they are ruptures. The mus-
cular wall of the colon
separates or tears and the
inner lining of the colon
literally ruptures through
the tear to form the pocket.
The most common cause
of the rupture is believed to
be poor colon function —
usually spasms of the colon
Tear On Faith' Subject Of
Article By Mrs. Russell
( EDITOR'S NOTE: The
following column was written
by Grace Russell of Dyer-
sburg, Tenn. Her colurtm
-appears in several
newspapers near her
hometown. Mrs. Russell was a
recent speaker before local
United Methodist Women and













Then, each clay yovve got your -choice
of a Baked Potato or French Fries. Toast,
any Drink, and a trip to our Soup n
Salad Bar .
SIRLOIN STOCKADE.





The New Year is already a
few months old and those few
clean pages of our days which
were so fresh and inviting
before us are already scrib-
bled over with our activities —
good and bad — that marked
them as the hours went by.
Those resolutions we made
so carefully New Year's Eve'
are partly being kept and we
are strong for it.
Some are harder to keep
than we thought they'd be.
Those extra pounds from
Christmas overeating cling
stubbornly to our frames and
the patience and kindness and
courage we meant to fill our
days with already been
supplanted by irritable im-
patience and fear a few times.
How can you really be
patient when you're in such a
hurry? How can you be kind
when your feelings are hurt?
How can you have courage
when you're so affraid?
Among the facts of life is the
constant struggle between
fear and faith within us. It
seems-that fear has the media
on its side.
If we aren't plagued with
fears of higher gas prices and
insurmountable inflation, the
everpresent bogey men of
death and taxes leer at us
from life's darkened corners
to keep us on our toes. And
thei are multiplied by the fear
filled newscasts covering
events over which we have
absolutely no control.
Fear is a terribly heavy
burden to carry. It weights us
down until progress is prac-
tically impassible.
Only one thing is strong
enough to conquer fear and
that is faith. Faith in ourselves
and our own abilities may
carry us far, but beyond faith




 Frames Drake 
FOR MONDAY,
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 191er
Relationship problems may
make it difficult to con-
centrate on work. Avoid
hassles with co-workers and
protect health.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)6(6;7'
The concerns of children
and dependents may preoc-
cupy you. You may be un-
certain as to the proper course
of action needed.
GEMINI
I May 21 to June 20) n
A relationship may seem a
bit intense. There could be an
undercurrent of jealousy.
Your domestic situation
doesn't mesh with social
needs.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22 1811(-
There seems to be a conflict
between career and domestic




I July 23 to Aug. 22)4
Intense feelings mar
morning communications.
Advice regarding a financial




( Aug. 23 to Sept. 211 irP
Joint financial matters will
:14 ha rnii get off the griarTor
Trying to rush things won't
help either. Concentrate on
personal finances.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) n
Watch out for a con-
frontation with a partner or
close ally. Otherwise, you'll be
nursing hurt feelings in




( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) it fr'
There seems to be no sen-
sible way in which you can
complete work assignments
and socialite- at the same
time. Check priorities
SAGITTARIUS _if
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 4 id'
A business meeting may not
live up to your expectations.
Friends may not approve of
your latest romantic interest.
Avoid conflict if possible.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) v..) a
Domestic and career In-
terests may clash. Advice
about a residential move or
property acquisition may not
prove satisfactory.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) gz-,;:L'i.
A conversation seems to end
in a stalemate. The details
regarding a financial
agreement need further work.
Later hours involve you Ti
distant matters.
PISCES ,
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Something has to be done
regarding a business Venture
or financial matter, .yet yolf
and your close allies call
come to ,an agreement yet
YOU BORN TODAY are
analytical and creative., Your -
intuitive side attracts you (al
acting, writing, mus)c, and
art. Somewhat introspec„Ve,
your best success comes when
you get out of yourself and find
a way to communicate Your
thoughts to others. Y•ou thr:re
in mental occupations and
would do well as a law)er,
ectucatos photograg2LAt ,
'architect, or sta tesrniorw"
business, you have P°(1
judgment about money,
though you're not - tem.
'peramentally suited for
'Partnerships. Develop your
creative talents for your bet
success. Birthdate of. Gary
Cooper, actor; Rober
t
Browning, poet; and 
Arne
Baxter, actress.
We need to accept some of
the promises of Jesus as
literal truth. They are the
foundation stones of a happy
and successful life, There are
others as well, but these four
essential ones work ex-
ceptionally well:
"All things work together
for good to those who love the
Lord, Ikho are called ac-
cording toilis purpose.7
"In all thy ways
acknowledge Him and He will
direct thy paths."
"Fear not, little flock, it is
your Father's good pleasure to
give you the Kingdom."
"Let not your heart be
troubled, ye believe in God."
Like the four strong pillars
of the foundations of a house,
these four promises can hold
up the framework of the house
of life.
as your doctor has diag-
nosed. The area above the
spasm is stretched like a
balloon and it's this recur-
rent stretching process that
ends up in the rupture and
the little pocket called a
diverticulurn.
Once they've developed,
they're probably going to
stay there. You can help
prevent symptoms and prob-
lems by proper bowel man-
agement.
Metamucil is simply a
bulk laxative. It is a sub-
stance which is not absorbed
but merely swells to provide
bulk in the colon. It's all
right but there are many
other bulk preparations as
well.
In addition, the best bulk
of all is nature's bulk —
cereal fiber. That comes
from whole wheat cereals,
bran and real whole wheat
bread. I say real because a
lot of the so-called whole
wheat bread marketed con-
tains large amounts of re-
fined or white flour in which
the bran has been removed.
There's more to the whole
problem than simply adding
bulk to the diet. You will
probably need to train your
normal bowel reflexes which
is discussed in The Health
Letter I'm sending you.
.'47-BrA0t4.
MOORE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Walter R.
Moore of Hardin Route 1
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Benjamin Roger,
weighing seven pounds five
ounces, measuring 21 inches
long, born on Wednesday,
April 25, at 8:37 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They,, have another son,
Ch?istopher, 9, and one
daughter, Jennifer, 7. The
father is employed at the
General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. H. V. Moore of Benton
Route 2 and Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon G. Baker of Hardin
Route 1. A great grandmother
is Mrs. Lola Johnson of Benton
Route 5.
•
CINDY HURT, 16 year old daughter of Larry Hurt of
Murray and Mrs. Jean McMillin of West Paducah Route 2,
has been elected as president of the Kentucky Future
Homemakers of America. She is a junior at Heath High
School and has attended the state FHA convention each year
since she joined as a freshman. Miss Hurt said she was very
excited to be able to represent her school and the state. "FHA
means a lot to me and I have grown a lot from experiences
with it. FHA is for anybody who wants to be a future
homemaker. It's for boys, also, because nowadays they have
to work in the home, also. But aside from homemaking, FHA
has given me leadership and knowledge I'll be able to use no
matter what career I chose. It can help everybody that way,"
Miss Hurt said. The new state president is active in other
activities of her school. Other state officers from Western
Kentucky were Kathryn Gray, Caldwell County High School,
Princeton, historian, and Karon Walker, Calloway County
High School, recreation leadef. Area state scholarship
winners were Rhonda L. Barrett, Lyon County, and Dana
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iLookirig Back 
•10 Years Ago ,
Fleetwood Crouch of the Lynn Grov
e
Milling company observed 
fiLs 50th
anniversary in in business today 
He
has been in business since 
1919
Deaths reported include George
 0.
Penningto, 81, and Lester Whi
ne)
Farmer, 66.
The Murray State Univers
ity
Baseball Field has been named 
the
Johnny I.. Reagan Field in honor 
of the
Murray baseball coach.
Lassiter & McKinney Datsun, Inc., is
now open for business at 810 
Sycamore
20 Years Ago
Toy Garland, seaman apprentice,
USN,- son of Mr and Mrs. Toy G.
Garland, is serving aboard the attack
aircraft carrier USS Ranger in the
Western Pacific.
Murray Training School Chapter of
the Future Business Leaders of
America won honors at the Kentucky
FBLA convention. Honors were Robert
Burton, Mr. FBLA of Kentucky;
Carolyn Wood, elected state secretary;
Michael McCasey, winner public
speaking contest; parliamentary
procedure team composed of Jerry
Shroat, Carolyn Wood, Judy Grogan,
and Bonita Maddox, first place;
30 Years Ago
The body of S-Sgt. Hugh Grey 
Erwin,
23, who was killed Jan. 27, 1943 
in the
Western European area of Worl
d War
H. will be returned here for 
funeral and
tirial services.
Allene Tucker is valedictorian 
and
Lillian Suiter is sahitatorian o
f the
senior class of Kirksey High Sc
hool. the
Rev. Bogard Dunn will be the
 com-
mencement speaker.
John Mack Carter, son of M
r. and
40 Years Ago
T. T. Elkins, Bowling Green, has been
named secretary of the newly
organized Murray Chamber of Com-
merce. Mrs. Price Lassiter is secretary
and Luther Robertson is president.
The two story 14 room residence of
Mrs. Mayme Ryan Hughes burned to
the ground April 29. The home was
constructed in 1890. The loss to the
home and furnishings is estimated at
nearly 915,000.
Deaths reported this week include
Porter Dick, 72, Buck Lee, 82, Ben
Parrish, 78, J. L. Cochran, 84, and Mrs.
J. Fred Schofield.
New officers of the Murray Rotary
Club are A. V. Havens, Dr. Hugh M.
McElrath, Ronald W. Churchill, Loren
Adams, Robert L. Smith, R. Hall Hood,
and Elmus Beale.
Births reported this week include a
boy, John Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
-50 Years Ago
Over 3,000 persons were in a
t-
tendance at the Children's May D
ay
Festival held May 1 at Murray St
ate
Teachers College. The theme of 
the
festival was "Every Child."
Deaths repotted this week include A
.
Downs, 75, Clinton Rose, 25, and 
Joe
Walker, 28.
Ray Stark is valedictorian and Jessie
Bruce Cunningham is sliTtli itorisma 
of
the 1929 graduating class of Kirk
 fey
High School.
Members of the senior claarof Almo
High School include Eddie Ho
lland,
Grace Mathis, Gus Hurt, M
yrtle
Chapman, Ewin Trevathan, Madel
ine
Grearn, 011ie Barnett, Luatte Gre
am,
Lafayette Schroader, Audrey Jus
lin,
Street, Murray.
Jay Richey, Murray Training Sch
ool,
National Southern Region vice
president of the Future Busin
ess
Leaders of America, attended 
the
Georgia State FBLA convention 
in
Atlanta, Ga., April 25-27.
The Murray High School Golf T
eam
composed of David Buckingham, J
ohn
Belote, Bob Taylor, Johnny Qu
er-
termous, and Dow Ryan won 
the
'Western K5itucky Conference 
Meet
held at the Mayfield Country Club.
chapter scrapbook, first place.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Adams.
James Hooper, Judy McNeely, Elton
Waldrop, Glinda Cooper, Jackie Fain,
Jerry Tarry, Marilyn Lassiter, Judy
Pogue, Rachel Chester, and Joe
Dunaway are members of the cast of
the play, "The Meddlesome Maki," to
be presented by the senior class of Lynn
Grove High School on May 8.
New officers of the Creative Arts
Department, Murray Woman's Club,
are Mesdames Wilbur Wayman,
Charles Costello, Ray Sinclair, and
Maurice Crass.
Mrs. W. Z. Carter of Murray, was vo
ted
the Walter Williams Award recently 
for
showing the most ability in writing
during the past year. He is a gradu
ate
student at the School of Journalism
,
University of Missouri.
Births reported include a boy to Mr
.
and Mrs. Claude A. Ramsey on April
 28.
Sheila Ray Polly celebrated her thir
d
birthday on April 72 with a party given
by her mother, Mrs. W. L. Polly.
Waylon Rayburn, April 27.
Members of the senior class of Alm()
High School include Lu Alice Culver,
Johnny Gus Walston, Katherine Wash-
burn, Wayne Jones, Aaron Puckett, and
Virginia Darnell.
Members of the senior class of Hazel
High School include Mildred Arm-
strong, Louise Berkley, -Laura Janett
Curd, Opie Erwin, Houston Hawley,
Wilton Holland, Maudie King, Earl
Knight, Eva Lamb, Maydell Luther,
Dorothea Miller, John Melvin Morgan,
Alexa Outland, and David St. John.
Members of the senior class of New
Concord High School include Aitie
Stubblefield, D. B. Mlbritten, Julia
Coleman, Roselee Hargis, Faye
Hendon, Nedia Alexander, Gus D.
Yarbrough, Mary Ruth Houston,
William Lee Barnett, Hilda Ann
Lawson, and Larue Dunn.
Clyde Daugherty, and Ruthford
Belcher.
Gingles Wallis who has been studying
pharmacy at Memphis, Tenn., for the
past two years has passed the Ten-
nessee Board of Pharmacy test.
New officers of the Alpha Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's Club are
Mrs. Hugh McElrath, Mrs. E. J. Beale,
Mrs. J. W. Carr, and Miss Mildred
Graves.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Outland on
April 26.
Special Sunday Dinner including
meat, salad, vegetables, dessert,
bread, anddrink will be served at the
National Hotel Dieing Room with the












i 1 Column of histari, a! and 
aencalagical
anOrdates, storie,. and handl- ni4es.
Boundary Dispute
Have you ever wondered why 
the
Kentucky state line, borderin
g on
Tennessee has such a jog in it, just 
east
of the JacksotillPurchase? There
 is a
story that has gone around for 
many
years about that one littlajog over
 near
the Christian County line, and a 
farmer
whose farm was in Kentucky, bu
t who
was threatened with annexati
on to
Tennessee. The story goes' that 
when
the surveyors came through h
is farm,
the crafty farmer, who did a
 little
moonshining on the side, set jugs of 
his
best under trees along the border
 of ha
land, jusafar enough apart to ke
ep the
surveyors moving in the right dire
ction.
As a result, his farm, that little 
hump in




dispute began in the late 1790's, when
the original states of North Carolina
and Virginia couldn't see-eye-to-eye.=
just where the border should be. The
original survey, done about 1780, was
the work of Dr. .Thomas Walker;Aus--
was later known as the Walker line, and
was accepted by Virginia legislature,
but not by North Carolina.
By 1790, North Carolina had agreed to
recognize this line, but by this time
North Carolina had agreed to give cri
.'er
its western territory to the U
nited
States. This resulted in the crerion 
of
Tennessee — and Tennessee didn't
agree with the boundary decision. This
dispute continued until 1819.
With the: creation of the Jackson
Purchase„ in 1819, two surveyors were
appointed to re-survey the dividing line
between the two states as far as the
Mississippi River.
The Walker line had reached as far as
the Cumberland River, and when the
other survey was finished, it was seen
that the Walker line was about 15 mile,.
or so north, by river, of the 36 deg. 30'
line that had been established by Luke
Munsell, the second surveyor.
A new agreement, to use the terra
loosely, was reached, providing for
acceptance of the Walker line as far as
the Tennessee River and the Munsell
line as far as the Mississippi River. To
further complicate things, although the
unappropriated land in this area the
Jackson Purchase would be put at
Kentucky's disposal, Tennessee would
be given political control over the same
area. Kentucky proceeded to begin
selling land at $20 per hundred acres, a
price that was later cut in half.
In 1827, still not satisfied with the
Walker line, someone probably in
Washington) proposed a new survey as
far as the Tennessee River, where the
Munsell line took over. Understandably
enough, people in this part of the
country were getting very confused, not
clear from one day to the next what
state they would find themselves in.
The resulting survey was approved
by Tennessee, but Kentucky didn't like
it, so the debate was still not settled.
In 1E158, another attempt was made te
come up with an acceptable state line.
This group, made of two commissioners
from each state, concurred that all the
old surveys were invalid, and they
came up with a brand new line.
Evidently this one was agreeable to all,
because in 1860, both Kentucky and
Tennessee accepted it.
The result of this final survey meant
that Kentucky lost a strip of land bet-
ween the 36 deg. 30' parallel and the old
Walker line. But it must have been
some consolation for the people who
lived in this area, much of which was
between the Tennessee and Cum-
berland Rivers, to know, at last and
with some degree of certainty, what





By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, May 5, the 125th
day of 1979. There are 240 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1961, astronaut Alan
Shepard was rocketed 115 miles into
space from Cape Canavaral, Fla.,
becoming the first American in space.
On this date:
In 1821, Napoleon Bonaparte died in
exile on the island of St. Helena.
In 1824, British troops occupied
Rangoon, Burma.
In 1936, war ended in Ethiopia as the
capital,. Addis Ababa, fell to Italian
troops.
In 1955, West Germany became a
sovereign state RS the terms of the
Paris agreements of 1954 went into
effeca
In 1960, Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev angrily announced that an
American spy plane had been shot
down over the Soviet Union.
In 1971, police in Washington, D.C.,
arrested more than 1,000 demon-
strators against the Vietnam War.
letter To Tbe,Ed.vka...•  
Bible Thought 
If ye be willing and obedient, ye
shall eat the good of the land: . . .
Isaiah 1:19,
To be willing and obedient as
God's servant will result in receiving
God's perfect will. Seek after the
goodness of God's land today
Ten years ago: British Prime.
Minister Harold Wilson indicated
Britain would press anew for mem-
bership in the European Common
Market now that French President
Charles de Gaulle had left office.
Five years ago: Willy Brandt
resigned as chancellor of West Ger-
many, saying he was responsible for
negligence that had allowed an East
German communist spy to become a
member of his staff.
One year ago: President Carter
followed up criticism of the American
legal profession by saying the
organized medical profession is a
major obstacle to better health care rn
the country.
Today's birthdays: Food expert
Jame; Beard is 74 years old. Outfielder
Larry Hisie of the Milwaukee Brewers
is 32. Journalist Richard Rovere is 64.
Actor, playwright and director Douglas
Turner Ward is 49.
Thought for today: Dark secrets are




This letter is in regard to our forth
coming election of people to run our city
government for the next two years of
which I am very much conceMed
about, and I do not vote for people
without knowing something about
them, their character and especially
how they get along with their fellow
workers.
I sfrfr referring to one candidate who
has never been a councilman but he has
worked for the city as a supervisor of
the sanitation and street departments. I
have worked for several hours talking
to different people concerning Mr. Lee
Bolen, who is a resident of 1517 Kirk-
wood Drive.
In my investigation I have not talked
to a single person that has not spoke
very highly of him and some of them
went so far as to tell of the things he did
for the city during the time he served as
supervisor that I did not know about
due to my being a shut in with
rheumatoid arthritis.
After my investigation of Mr. Bolen
and finding out the type of man I
believe him to be I sincerely hope that
people will read the investigation I am
enclosing herewith and vote not ac-
cording to numbers on the ballot but
vote for the man with some experience
of the city of Murray needs. I truly
recommend that the people will see fit
to vote for him on May 29th, 1979.
Hoping you can make, it possible to




Sycamore St., Murray, Ky.
Felix Holt Remembered By Local, Writer
By KIRBY JENNINGS
The story in a recent Murray Led
ger
& Times written by All F. Walle 
from
research material obtained from K
ing
Library, University of Kentuc
ky,
opened a floodgate of memories 
which
has prompted me to reply, 
not
necessarily to find any fault what
-
soever, but to add to, in addition 
to
correcting some historical recordi
ngs
before it is too late. Walle's story w
as
delightful!
For-10 years I worked on the sam
e
paper, the Detroit Times, with Fel
ix.
During these years we had 
many
dinners together and was a regu
lar
visitor with hirhand his wife Marjor
ie.
Further, both of us worked the even
ing
shift for about five years, previously
 he
worked the court beat. The cl
ose
friendship in Detroit was a natural a
s
both of us had been in school toget
her in
Murray, and both of us were occasio
nal
visitors in the other's homes. To top 
it
completely off, both of u
s
simultaneously were trying to huy th
e
old Jimmie Grogan ante-bellum 
home
seven miles east of Murray 
while
employed on the Times altho
ugh
neither was aware of the other's e
fforts
despite our daily contacts. I believe 
the
credentials are sufficient to support me
in this effort.
In the Skond paragraph you q
uoted a
• Portion 4,3 pitFligraph f
rom the Times.,
'sighing 116 pound.s when carrying a-
fifth of Old Fitzgerald." Wish it were
possible to exactly reproduce the ent
ire
story, but Viet is too late as I h
ave
forgotten other details of what I said
.
But let's not try to resurrect t
hat
particular feature and settle w
ith
getting some of the other fa
cts
straightened out.
Knowing that light-hearted, mischief
-
making fellow as I did, it is 
un-
derstandable why he made light of his
educational ,..sttainments. The N
ew
York Times was incorrect when it
reported Felix's "schooling had ended
in the eight grade..." Will never forget
the cartoon he drew of , Prof. Jimmie
Jones while Felix was in Murray High
School, a sprightly arawing picturing
the prof bent over peeping through a
door. How far he did go in high school,!
do not recall, but he was at least a
sophomore or junior when he moved
with his family to California to make
temporary residence.
In researching the files for "The
Story of Calloway County" I find that
Felix entered the Civilian Military
Training Corps for youths less than 21
years of age. When the family returned
to Calloway County, the parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Duncan Holt and perhaps the
girls moved in the little house across
the road from Stone School House. We
renewed friendships and I occasionally
spent the night there, especially at
hickory nut gathering time. He did
leave for good after returning home
after the Armistice to work on
numerous papers as a cartoonist, an art
he had perfected since childhood but
without any formal education as fares I
can remember. From time to time I
would hear of him, but it was in 1928
when our roads of friendship were to
come together again.
While working as a Linotype
operator, I looked up one evening and
Sisa -stasithrk right in front of. my.
machine, Felix We fell all over one
another, unaware of one another's
presence on the Hearst newspaper.
Thus a renewed Headship resulted and
continued for ye.art. Once agaik we
became inseparable friends.
During the early years of renewal,
Felii Was a court reporter for the
paper. I'll never forget his copy it
was awful. Invariably he requested that'
I should set his type up and correct his
errors - and that was a full-time job.
When he had the occasion to he in the
shop at the 10 p.m. lunch break, Ile
would join me for lunch. We would rata
over to the Bungalow Sandwich Shop
over on Grand Circus Park for a set-to
This was the hang-out for the Purple
Gang members, all of whom were
personally acquainted with Felix, from
whom Felix would get tips from the
underworld.
To leave the impression he did not
know the gangsters of the Roaring 20's,
is not simply the facts of life. Felix
knew as much about that gang as ariy
fellow in Detroit. Even to this day I :'an
remember some of the gang's ruahes
Honey Boy Miller, Roy, Raymond,
Isaac and Benny Bernstein. They were
well-dressed mobsters and king bees of
the alley brewery industry in Detroit.
The article in your paper stated that
Felix "wrote about gangsters he onl:,
knew dimly such as gangsters: he had
been a big city reporter, it is true, but
he was not Damon Runyon." Yes, Felix
knew them Well, broke bread with
_them, and spun jokes, to gain intimate
--knowledge of how the underworld
operated.
The remark about Runyon prompt
another observation. One evening,
Felix asked me if I would like to meet
Damon Runyon? Of course I jumped at
the•chafice. Within a few yjays when
Runyon was in town as a syndicated
writer for the Hearst chain, ,Felix
grabbed him and the three of us went to
the Russian Bear Restaurant in a
basement place I believe across from
the Addison Hotel. The reason I sin
vividly recall this was a remark Damon
made at the dining table after I had
expressed a desire of some day
becoming a writer: "In all of my
writing I never use a dirty word for it
never enhances your writing but may
offend one of your readers," Damon
.aihised. I have erased thousands of
• -
words in original copy because of his
thoughtful observation.
Your story stated "Fella Holt was an
unimpressive reporter. . ." On the
contrary, he was the most striking and
unforgettable figure! have ever known.
His physical features and his quaint
name left an impressionable image on
any person being interviewed — an
immense asset for any reporter. Felix
scarcely tipped the scales at 98 pounds,
bald as a winter turnip, and maintained
a perpetual grin that reached to a pair
of unforgettable ears that became
animated when he was engrossed in
heated argument. Once you met him,
you never forgot him — he was
supreme.
At the time of our tenure on the
Times, Mahatma Gandi. of India was
the No. 1 international sensation in his
passive resistance campaign to shake.
the British yoke off Mother India. He
was a dead wringer for Felix. At a
hilarious Christmas party editorial
office members presented him with a
huge staff and a bed sheet. I had
nothing to do with it, however Felix
became highly infuriated and gave a
generally good cussing to the whole
outfit, despite the fact all of HS had been
calling him "Mahatma" for several
years.*
That Was the first time I became
aware Felix was physically breaking.
FranklY, Felix was hitting the jug far
too much in addition to being a chain
cigarette smoker. Between_ two of his
weaknesses and being hard pressed as
a court reporter in Judge Jeffries
circuit court, Felix went completely off
the handle and caused en altercation in
Judge Jeffries in court. Because of the
drinking habit the staff at the, Times
had re-assigned him to the court beat
after several years as make-up editor.
instead of being held in contempt of
cowl, Felix was pleas(' under a doc-
tor's care for about a month if I recall
correctly: At that time he severed
relations with the newspaper and began
filling in as a script writer for the Lone
Ranger on Radio Station WXYZ.
Previous to Felix's breakdown, we
talked about returning to Murray to
enter the- newspaper business. I ex-
plained that I did not have sufficient
background to be a writer and I was
going back to school and suggested he
do likewise. Felix scoffed at the idea of
additional education at our age. While
attending Highland Park Junior
College I would often have lunch with
the Holts at their apartment at Third
and Glendale Avenue. Felix declared
he was going back to Murray some day
to write and run a country newspaper
and say the things he wanted to say
unrestrained. During one of the lun-
cheons he remarked he had bought the
old Jimmy Grogan homestead and
was having his brother-in-law Sam
Robinson re-work it. I nearly fell over
for-it was the place I, too, was trying to
buy. He promised me if he ever sold it,
he would deliver the deed should he and
Marjie change their minds.
Felix's accomplishments were
nominal on the radio station, but was
showing more promise by the hour as
he regained his health. In the mean-
time, I moved over to Ann Arbor to
spend a few years in school and bast
track of Felix in the meantime.
Felix learned ,of my Murray
whereabouts after he had moverf to
Bucks County, Pennsylvania, andOur
correspondence began anew. He urged
me to come up there and join him In
script writing as he was becoming quite
successful with his running CBS serial.
"Cimmaron Tavern." He painted a
beautiful picture, but I knew my
limitations. In addition, I wanted td‘
start a family and didn't Intend to rear
them in Pennsylvania. Also I had high
hopes of a political future after
acquiring an educational background
on the science. But that's another story
that never materialized, for, I soon
learned that to be a successful
politician you had to possess a measure
of hypocrisy and deceit to climb the
ladder.
Felix forwarded a manuscript copy of
his "The Gabriel's Horn" for a review.
My response was discouraging for I
saw no hope for it with all of its dirty
words. He got mad as all get-out. After
the "Horn" proved a nation-wide
success, he wrote me a scathing letter
on my earlier judgment. I was wrong as
could be. Incidentally, Felix told me
later his royalties from the book proved
highly disappointing and that he was in
need of cash and inquired if I still
wanted his Jimmy Grogan place
Felix's second book, "Dan 'I Boone
Kissed Me" was a flop. With the failure
he wrote again urging me to buy his
place. I did and for a gong.
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Mutray Business News Briefs
High Up There
John Boyer, of Boyer Tree Service is pictured both in the
tree and on the ground. Boyer Tree Service features all
phases of tree work and Boyer has 20 years:of ex-
perience. •
John Boyer Buys Landolt Tree Service
As of April 23rd John Boyer
became the sole owner of the
former Landoll Tree Service.
Boyer, a partner with George
Landoll, announced that the
only change in the company
would be the name, changing
appropriately to Boyer Tree
Service.
"We still specialize in tree
topping, pruning, and shaping
as well as removal of decayee
or diseased limbs, hedging
shrubbing. We also stump and
do complete tree removal,"
Boyer said.
Boyer started in the tree
business in the late 50's,
growing up in logging camps
in Ontario, Canada. "I've
s!ways enjoyed this type of
work and stayed in it through
high school and college,"
Boyer said.
Boyer has a complete line of
equipment including a full size
chipper.
"Being a conservationist I
like to use all the by products
of my business, so we have
custom ordered firewood and
the chips from our chipper can
be used for mulch. We can also
use the chipper to grind up
tobacco stalks for tobacco far-
mers," Boyer said.




work. "I take great care and
pride iu my work and treat all
customers property as if it
were my own," he said.
Boyer offers free estimates
and is equipped for any type
job as well as emergency ser-
vice for storm damage.
Boyer Tree Service has a 24
hour phone and can be
reached at 753-8536.
Brass Lantern Selected For Travel Guide
AURORA, KY — The Brass
Lantern Restaurant has been
listed in the 1979 edition of the
MOBIL TRAVEL GUIDE, one
of the finest travel guidebooks
available. This announcement
was made today by Dick
Thomas who owns and
operates The Brass Lantern
with his wife Carol.
Over 20,000 restaurants,
hotels, motels and resorts are
listed and rated on a one-to-
ftve-star basis in the seven
volume MOBIL TRAVEL
GUIDE, which has been
compared by travel experts to
the famed Guide-Michelin.
To be listed in the MOBIL
TRAVEL GUIDE, the
establishment must be per-
sonally inspected by an im-
partial, trained inspector, who
Is employed by a completely
independent organization. The
inspector's findings are
reported to an editcrial board
of the organization, which has
instituted a set of standards
for listings and ratings.
Each of the seven regional
editions provides valuable
Information on local history,
sightseeing, amusements,
sports, and recreation
facilities, in addition to the
star-rated food and lodging
listings. Also included are
regional road atlases and
detailed maps of major cities,
special auto-tour routes, and
helpful advice to travelers.
The 1979 MOBIL TRAVEL
GUIDE books are available at
Loretta Jobs, owner and broker of Loretta 
Jobs
Realtors, recently announced the addition of Sand
ra
McIGnney to her staff of real estate professi
onals.
McKinney is a member of the Murray Calloway Count
y
Board of Realtors, Inc. and wilt be working as 
a sales
associate for Loretta Jobs. Sandra is married to 
James
H. McbGnney, owner of J.M. Used Cars
 and. has two
daughters, Sherri Mohler of Route 1, Murray
, and
----- -
Teresa McKinney of 1913 Westwood Drive, 
Murray.
McKinney graduated from Murray College 
High
School and has completed several courses i
n real
estate at Murray State University.
Mobil service , stations,
bookstores, magazine outlets,
and other places were books
and magazines are sold.
Mr. Thomas notes that both
of the four-star rated
restaurants, and most of the
twelve, three-star rated





MANSFIELD, Ohio — The
Tappan Company ( NYSE-
TAP Board of Directors, at
their bi-monthly meeting
declared a $.07 per Share
cashdiridend for the second
quarter, to be paid on June 15,
1979 to sharetsildent Of-record
on June 1, 1979.
Tappan is a diversified
manufacturer of products










lantern Restaurant was rated
three-star and Mr. Thomas is
the President of the Kentucky
Restaurant Association.
James H. -Green, Route
Murray, has joined Gus
Spann Realty as a real estate
salesman. '
Green, who has lived in
Murray since 1971, has ex-
tensive experience in
management of properties.
He and his wife, Beverly,
have three children and five
grandchildren.
Spann said he is very
pleased to announce this
addition to his firm.
Guy Spann announced today
that he has been joined by
Helen Spann, as managing
broker for the firm of Guy
Spann Realty.
Helen has been a Realtor for
the past two years and suc-
cessfully passed the Kentucky
state examination for Real
Estate Broker in December
1978. ,She has completed
Course I and Course II of the
Realtors Institute of the
Kentucky Association of
ttealtors and Course I in
connection with the
achievement of the Certified
Residential Specialist.
At the present time Helen
serves the Calloway County
Board of Realtors as Prognun
Chairman and the Kentucky
Association of Realtors as a
member of the Realtors
Political Action Committee.
She is also Secretary of Rho
Epsilon Real Estate




Lexington, which ended its 15-
day spring meeting last
Friday, apparently is pleased
with its new computerized
system of betting, dubbed all
betting and cashing (ABC).
"We've had a good ex-
perience with it," said James
Williams, the track's publicity
director. He said naturally
there was an adjustment
period, but "most of the
reaction now is very
favorable."
As ABC implies, betting and
cashing can be done at all
mutual windows. Any type of
wager ( win, place, show or the
Daily Double, Perfecta
Exacta, etc. for any amount
can be placed at any mutuel.
The ABC system eliminates
the need for separate windows
for different types of bets. You
can bet any rounded-dollar
amount ranging from $2 to
$250 on one bet - $3, $4, $7 or
whatever you care to wager.
One man at Keeneland last
Thursday saw fit to wager
$33,000 on Spectacular Bid in
the running of the Blue Grass
Stakes; his ticket, or tickets
rather, of course paid off.
Carroll Delatte, head of
muniels at Keeneland, noted
that the $33,000 wager
required 33 tickets; under the
old system, the bet would have
*Helen Spann Joins
Guy Spann Realty
In making the an-
nouncement, Mr. Spann said
he was very pleased to have
Helen as the managing broker
for Guy Spann Realty and both
pledge complete service to the
residents of this area.
Helen Spann
taken 660 tickets.
Delatte says of the system:
"It's a very convenient way of
betting; it's so much more
efficient."
Industry officials believe
ABC will result in higher per
capita betting because the
bettor, when confronted with
the option of betting any
amount, will have a tendency
to bet higher.
Per capita betting did in fact
increase at the Fair Grounds
in New Orleans and Florida's
Gulfstream Park, the first two
thoroughbred tracks in the
U.S. to install ABC.
Williams said mutuel play
at Keeneland was way down
after the first three or four
days 'of the spring meeting,
but he said the bad weather
was more of a factor than the
new betting system.
He said for the entire spring
meet, betting will come close
to last spring's record
amount.
As for Churchill Downs in
Louisville, the ABC system
presents some hazards,
mainly because of the Ken-
Local Exterminator
Attends Tree Seminar
Rosebud Sykes or Kelley's
Termite and Pest Control of
Murray recently attended a
tree seminar in Nashville.
The seminar, sponsored by
the J.J. Mauget Company,
featured ..professional ar-
borists Turid managers and




Topic§ of discussion in-
cluded treatment of iron and
zinc deficiencies, tree
nutrition, control of insects
and tree injection techniques.
Those in attendance injected
trees with Mauget capsules
and feeder tubes.
Tree injection is a new
concept that places protective
chemicals and nutrients into
the sap stream of the tree. It is
Far Lands Now StocksuAir Tickets
*.e7Yie9-iseTsGeisrign...,
DAMN NOTES
If your checkbook is lost
or stolen, notify your
bank immediately. It
will help if you have a
record of check num-
bers so you can report
v/hieh slumbers may be
fraudulent.
If you don't have a checking account, 
you should







Sharon Carlisle, manager of
Far LANDS Travel Agency,
announced recently that the
agency had received its Air
Traffic Conference ap-
pointment. With the ATC
appointment, the agency now
has ticket stock and airplane
plates. This allows the agency
to issue tickets for air tran-
sportation on any airline
within the United States.
The Murray Office, located
in the White House building at
711 Main Street, opened in
June of 1977. Prior to the ATC
appointment all local
tickets had to come from the
main office in Mayfield.
Jackie Weatherford and Sharon
Carlisle of Farlands Travel Agency
delaying the purchasing of
airline tickets by Murray
travelers for two days. NOW.
Murray residents can make
reservations, and purchase
tickets all in the same day.
With the new low domestic._
and international air fares,
more people are traveling now
than ever before. The public
always eager to save money
realizes that now is the time to
visit those far way places once
thought out of reach of every
day people.
"Far Lands Travel is proud
to be able to offer same day
ticketing along with all the
other services that we offer
the traveling public of
Calloway and surrounding
counties. As always there is no
charge for our services,"
Carlisle stated.
We've Got the
Shield for You and












no unwanted material is
permitted to enter th en-
vironment.
The Mauget Tree Injection
Process permits a
professional arborist to treat
trees in difficult to care areas.
Insect problems and
elemental deficiencies can be




Lucky Derby, says Lynn Stone,
president of Churchill Downs.
The track's main problem
would be in training the 800 or
30 clerks hired just for Derby
Day. Under the present
system, they use relatively
simple equipment and handle
mostly small bets; with ABC,
they would be using
sophisticated equipment and
handling bets that could range
into the hundreds and
thousands of dollars.
Still, Stone says of ABC:
"It's the coming thing; we'll
get to it in due time."
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market activity was stable.
Biggest gainers: Liquid
Transporters ((YTC), to 12
from 10%; Olenmore
Distilleries (AMEX), to 23%
from 22%; First Kentucky
National (OTC), to 30% from
30. Largest declines: Vermont
American (AMEX), to 17%
from 18%; Louisville Gas &
Electric (NYSE), to 20 from
20%; General Energy (OTC),
to 134'2 from 14.
MR. AND MRS. JOE SLEDD are pictured as they boarded
the "Fun Ship" TSS Festivale in Miami, Fla., for a Carib-
bean cruise to Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. They went
by airplane to Miami, Fla., leaving April 21 and arrivin
g
home April 28. The couple won the trip because of high sales
with the Great Central Insurance Company. They operate the
Joe Sledd Insurance Agency, 522 Main Street, Murray.
In 1776. the lute insurance "in-
dustry" in the U.S. consisted of
two compasies. one in Philadelphia'
writing insurance on the lives of.
Presbyterian ministers and the
other in New York servingEfisco-
pal ministers and their families. All
told, fewer than 100 persons were
insured. .
Today two out of three Ameni
cans have some 'form of life in-
surance protection, and tl_ys,.aurfiber
of companies has grown to 1,750,
the American Council of Life In-
surancre reports. Total life in-
surance assets top $389 billion
and are-invesfkir if eeconom
where they contribute to the na-
tion'h economic growth.
The aserage amount of insurance
protection for each insured family
in the U.S. totaled an estimated
.139.500,in 197tLyip_ from S36,900._ _
a year earliet. And new purchases
of life insurance -last yeat were an
estimated S406.1 billion.
Save 10 percent on
Allstate Homeowners
insurance for your
new home. If your house is_
five years old, or less, you may qualify for
Allstatp!&"New House 109 Discount."
Give us a call and get in on the savings.








You're in good hands.













MR. & MRS. JOE SLEDD
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- Bobby Atkins, Murray Bass club, watches as hi 3 fish a
re
weighed-in. Atkiris placed third in the tournament. Atkins





Federation had its chapter
team tournament at Little
River on Barkley Lake
Saturday and Sunday, April 28
and 29.Six-man teams from
clubs throughout Kentucky,
which are affilated as chap-
ters with BASS.- par-
ticipated. The entry fee for
this tournament was $300 per
six-man team or $60 per man.
Prizes included an expense
paid trip to Sioux Narrows,
Ontario, Canada for the
National B.A.S.S. Chapter
Team Championship. Plus, a
CB radio, a graphite rod, a
tackle box, and a trophy for
each of the top six finishers.
The lunker award included a
CB radio, a graphite rod, a
tackle box, and a trophy. The
top man of each team received
A
a plaque.
Local men fishing thet:
tournament were: L.J.
Hendon, Bobby Atkins,
Graves Morris, Neil Stub-.
blefield, James Lewis and.
Lyle Underwood, with Hughl
Massey as the alternate..
Bobby Atkins received a
plaque for the top man in his
team, and was one of the top
six finishers.
Lunker bass was won by
Bud Hornung, East End Bass
Club, with a 7 pound 7 ounce
bass. The top three clubs were
East End Bass Club, first
FOUR WHEELING Mike*   4
The Real Cost
Of Fire Wood
In these days of energy
costly America many of us are
prone to make moves for the
sake of economy that don't
bear the best of fruits. hi our
reading recently, we came
across a story that well
illustrates this point, and have
adopted it with some local
changes for your con-
sideration..
You're tired of high electric
bills, right? And the way to get
around that you've been told,
is to install a wood burning
stove? As the country store
observer said from his seat on
the nail keg; wood is
"something that don't cost
nothing!" Don't be so sure.
Here's one supposed record.
Installing wood stove;stove,
pipe, all fittings, and
modifications to house -
$579.40.
Service calls to repair leak
around place pipe goes thru
roof -$76.00
Chain saw (first one) -
$129.95
Chain saw (second one.
Reflects $25 trade in on first) -
place; Grayson Bass Club, • • •
second place; Tri Co. Bass
- Bass Club, 9 pounds 4 ounces,
third place; Freddie Kirk-
man. Hoptown Bass Club. 8
pounds 14 ounces, fourth
place; Jerry Karem, East
End Bass Club, 8 pounds 14
ounces, fifth place; Lonnie
Jones, Three Rivers Bass





Gary Jones, far left, Corbin, one of the offic
ials in charge of running the tournament, Mary &wow
presents Bobby Atkins, far right, Murray Bass 
Club, with a plaque for top man of his
team.
The six top fisherman who will go to the National BASS. Chapter Tea
m Cham-
pionship at Ontario, Canada are left to right: Bud Hornung, East End B
ass Club, second
place: Jerry Karem, East End Bass Club, fifth place; Bobby Atkins, Murray 
Bass Club, third
place; Freddie Kirkman, Hoptown Bass Club, fourth place; Lonnie ;o
nes, Three Rivers
Bass Club, sixth place; Phil Cooper, Grayson Bass Club, first place.
Freddie Kirkman, Hoptown Bass Club, weighs a 5 poun
d





How the experts fish 12 of
America's favorite fishing
spots. -
..This new 32-page. book is
loaded With information on
fishing equipment and
techniques for bringing home
the big ones from hot 'spots
across the country. Some of
America's top fishermen talk
bass, steelhead,
muskie, coho, striper and
marlin fishing in their favorite
spots.
In addition to 12 articles on
freshwater and saltwater
fishing strategy, there are
sections on line care and
knots.
The book is free for Ulf.
asking from Berkley and
Comp", Spirit lake, Iowa
51360
. Lyle Underwood, Murray Bass Club, weighs in one of his
fish to help his team during the B.A.S.S. State Federation
tournament held at Little River on Barkley Lake Saturda‘,
and Sunday, April 28 and 29.
Club, third place. The top six
finishers and the weights
were: Phil Cooper, Grayson
Bass Club, 11 pounds 14
ounces, first place; Bud
Hornung, East End Bass Club,
GOLDEN' POND — The The. grand cham
pion will
11 pounds 3 ounces, second
fourth annual Between The recei
ve a trophy, two $25 gift
place; Bobby Atkihs-,-Nturra)- - -hake& Junior rInVtand--G
IA5 certificates, and free camping
for immediate family
members . in ore of LBL's
campgrounds for a week. The
reserve grand champion will
receive a trophy, a $15 gift
certificate, arid free camping
for immediate family
members- in one of LBL's
campgrounds for a week.
First, second, and third place
prizes will also be ay. arded in
each age category. An ad-
ditional prize will be
presented to the parent with
the most children fishing!
To preregister write Junior
Fishing Tournament, TVA,
land Between The Ilkes,
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231,
or telephone (502) 924-5602.
extension 241.
$279.95
Four wheel drive truck to
haul wood with -$9,458.00
Body work repair truck
after tree fell on it) -$1,749.00
Service and maintaining of
chain saws, plus accessories
for woodcutting -$143.00
Log splitter -$179.00
Wrecker fee to pull truck out
of gully - $50.00
Repair work done on four
wheel drive truck ( replace
broken back window, add new
springs to rear, replace
tailgate, new chrome 4567.00
Doctor's bill ( remove
sawdust from eye ) -$40.00
Goggles to wear when
sawing wood -$12.50
Court charges for cutting
wood on State property in
nondesignated area -$534.00
Fourteen cases "suds" -
$126.00
Fine for littering public
property -$60.00
Medical examination for
pulled back muscles -$2,430.00
Visit to emergency room for
attention to broken toe where
log fell on it and repairs to leg
umor Fishing Tournament In
Land Between The Lakes
Fishing Tournament will take
place at Devils Elbow, located
off U. S. Highway 68 in Land
Between The lakes (1.B1.), on
Saturday, June 2.
This year a clink demon-
strating casting, equipment to
buy, and boats will begin the.
day at 9 a.m. The tournament,
sponsored by the Murray Bass
Club, Murray Optimist Club,
arid TVA, will begin at 9:30
Saturday morning.
No fee will be charged for
entering the contest. The
heaviest string of fish of 10 or
less wins. Participants may
not be 13 or under 6 years of
age. Participants must land




7 Check The 'Values
in our
-Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting 
Equip.






Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6




Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
410 N 4th In The Jack
son Purchase
410̀
7 5 3-417 't
Fishing conditions have
changed a lot this past week as
some of you know. The lake
level had almost reached
summer pool when the heavy
rainfall caused flooding again.
Now the lakes are on the rise
at a rapid rate, Trapping the
muddy runoff in tht- awes.-
Black bass had really
.4 
started hitting Wednesday and
Thursday before the rise.
Artificial worms seemed to
work the best all day. I used
topwater buzz baits over and
around sunken brush piles as
well as the standing button
brush and caught some good
fish but the worm was just too




Smoke damage to house
( replace curtains, repaint
walls and ceilings, install new
carpet) -643510
Twenty acres woodland in
county on deserted gravel
road -$12,000.00





Replace porch railing and
repair wall of house where
truck backed into it -$388.00
Divorce proceedings in-
cluding cost of lawyer.
delivering his firewood for
wijnter, and final settlement -
$43,589.00
TOTAL COST for first year -
$73,645.30
"Savings" ' in electricity




tempting to leave alone.
Most of the time, a worm
will produce twice the number
of strikes of any other lure you
use. Gary and Brenda
Marquardt did real well
Wednesday. They caught
several bass, sauger, and one
or two crappie. Brenda set a
new record for herself by
landing a five pound four
ounce largemouth. Way to go
Brenda!
The crappie are still trying
to feed in the brush and
treetops but they are scat-
tered. If we could get a few
days of sunshine and calm,
stable water these fish would
really turn on.
They haven't spawned yet
because of foul weather and
low. water temperature, so
hang in-there, we may be able
to-get a run going.
If you crappie fish at all, you
know most of the basics in
fishing around brush. Where a
lot of people fail to produce
crappie or any fish for that
matter, is in anchoring a boat
in an area that looks good but
doesnl have the structure to
hold fish all day. There are
millions of places to fish so
why set in a spot when you are
not producing. Move around
some, try different depths,
cast a few times with a jig and
locate a school of .holding fish.
then drop anchor and work
then; over.
If the desire is there the
extra work will be.worth it.
, HAPPY FISHING
appy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McClURE GRAYSON McCLURE
Take 91 East out ol Murray tor 2 rmles Turn r.ght on 
280
Follow 280 (or 7 macs past Bonner s Grocery 
Take








"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."
Shipwash
Boat Motor
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Outdoor Scene
bV Nary &WNW
Sam Rodgers, Murray, went be holding a tournament out of
to Barkley Lake Tuesday, Devils Elbow Recreation
!Ally 1, and came home with Area, on Bartley Lake. The
around 46 crappie tournament will begin at 6
a`.-tn and weigh-in time will be
Mason Thomas, Murray, 4 p.m.
had a couple good days fishing
with friends. Saturday, April
28, he was fishing with Glenn
Fossey, Pennsylvania, on
Barkley Lake and came in
with over 100. Thomas and Ed
Morgan went to Kentucky
lake on Tuesday, May 1 and
brought home about 50, with
some going up to 2 pounds.
Kentucky Lake Bass Club
will have their regular
monthly meeting Monday
night, May 7, at the Masonic
Lodge in Aurora, at 7 p.m.
Joe and Wilma Sims,
Murray, had a good catch
Tuesday, May 1, fishing
Donaldson Creek, on Barkley
Lake Joe and Wilma came in
with about 60 real nice fish
Phillip and Betty Darnell,
Murray, came in with about 73
crappie, Wednesday, May 2. I
heard they were fishing
Jonathan Creek, on Kentucky
Lake,. and the fish were large
ones.
Murray Bass Club will be
having their regular monthly
meeting at the Triangle Inn,
Wednesday, May 9 at 6:30
p.m.
Dan Gardner, Murray, was
'fishing the Johnny Reed
hallow, on Kentucky lake,
Tuesday May 1, and came
home with around 35 crappie.
Jackie and Claude Vaughn
Murray, had several good
days fishing the Blood River
area. They brought in some
strings of 11, 15 and 19 real
nice crappie. The crappie
seem to be in the Shallows.
Tommy and Nettie
Eniestburger, Murray, have
been fishing out of Cypress
Springs Dock, on Kentucky
Lake, this week and have
brought in some nice strings of
crappie. Monday, April 30,
they tame in with about 47 and
Tuesday,_May 1, they bad 19
Saturday, May 12, the
Kentucky Lake Bass Club will
The bass seem to be hitting.
pretty good on white spinner
baits and Johnson Spoons with
a white skirt. Hubert Barrow
and Glenn Stubblefield caught
13 bass and 6 large crappie in
real shallow water with these
baits, Thursday, May 3.
Iris Crawford, Murray,
loaded the boat with 46
crappie, 3 bass, and one 6
pound catfish, Thursday, May
3. Crawford fished out of
Kenlake Marina, and seemed
to have had a great day.
I heard that Gary
Marquardt came in with a
limit of bass Wednesday, May
2. Reports have it that he
caught them on a worm.
Uwe Introduces New
Fiberglass Reed Series
TULSA, OK. — A new line of
eight custom-styled tubular
fiberglass fishing rods will be
offered this year by Zebco, the
folks you fish with.
Called the Horizon series, it
includes four each in spin-cast
and spinning models, ranging
from ultra-light to worm
action.
The new rods — silver and
black with gold accent --
boast unique triple wraps
throughout, with pin striping.
The new, naturally-shaped
rods hate excellent strength
and tip action, uniform flex
and overall lightness All, two-




frame line guides. Spinning
models have anodized
aluminum reel seats, with
double-locking rings to keep
reels in piece, and hand-
fitting, easy-grip handles.
Spin-cast models have pistol
grips which are pebble-
grained for firmer holding.
Backed by 30 years of
quality and leadership in the
tackle industry, the new rods
are perfectly balanced for
Zebco's new line of Omega
spinning and spin-cast reels.
-I.- -4k--4 I.C-34 1
4-14 104
Cain's, AMC, Jeep
Hwy. 641 North 753-6448





? Complete line of Fishing and 
Sporting Equipment
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage-
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin ( 502) 474-2245 or 474-
2211, ext. 171
Above photo, Donnie, left,
and Buddy Boyd won $120
for first place in a crappie
tournament Saturday, April
28, held at Bumphis Mills,
Tenn. Buddy, left photo, also
took $20 for big crappie,
which weighed 2 pounds 1
ounce. They were only
allowed to weigh in 60
crappie and their string
weighed 58 pounds 13
ounces.
'Feel Free'
To Cook Your Catch
With the rising cost of beef
and concern for its cholesterol
levels, millions of Americans
are including more fish in
their...weekly menu plans.
During National Fishing
Week, May 14-20, the 63
million Americans who fish,
the . giant industries that
supply fresh and frozen fish to
consumers and all who simply
love to eat fish are being
saluted. The theme of the
week, "Fish 'N Feel Free,"
captures the spirit of fishing..
. light, easy and "outdoorsy."
In the "Fish 'N Feel Free"
spirit, the following basics of
fish cookery outdoors or
indoors-  apply to all types of
fish whether caught in a






Place fillets or small, cleaned
fish on a piece of aluminum
foil. Spring the fish with
seasonings of your choice. . .
salt, pepper, lemon juice, etc.
Add butter or bacon to
enhance the flavor. Seal fish
and other contents securely in
the foil and place the package
on the coals. In about 20
minutes, test for doneness. Be
careful removing the package
from the fire, and avoid
puncturing the foil.
Campfire Panfrying
This method is a simple,
classic technique for cooking
fish outdoors. If you have a
grill, set it flat across and
above the flame. If no grilt is
available, place the pan as flat
as possible over the fire using
rocks as props to support the
pao on a level several inches
above the flame. Cast iron
pans are best, but aluminum
pans will do the job. Because
fish flesh is delicate in texture,
it needs some protection in the
frying process. You can use
corn meal, cracker crumbs,
flour or fine bread crumbs as
a base to which you add
seasoning-Salt, pepper and, if
you like a pinch ot dried basil.
Dip the fillets in milk or water,
shake off excess and drop
them into a plastic bag or
brown paper bag containing
the seasoned crurnts. Shake
well until fillets are coated.
Melt butter in pan and when it
begins to sizzle, place fillets or
small, gutted fish into pan.
Flip fish only vas often as
necessary to assure doneness
Turning too often can break up
,the fish. Fish is ready when it




Take fillets or whole fish, with
skin still on, and place in
baking dish. You may wish to
fill the fish with your favorite
stuffing. This method of
cooking should be performed
in a 350 to 375-degree oven for
45 minutes or until nicely
browned. Leaner fish, if they
are to be prepared by baking,
should be braised, that is,
baked in a bouillon or other
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My situation last weekend
was sort of an "out of the fire,
into the frying pan" affair.
The week before I'd been
bragging to my father about
how I was going to tear the
fish up this spring, one of those
no sweat, no mercy types of
bull sessions.
"Well, we're supposed to
come up to your house Sunday
afternoon for dinner. Why
don't we have a good mess of
fresh fish?" he asked.
I did a double take but
realized I'd gotten myself in
too deep. "Er, uh, sure we'll
have fish. I think I'll have time
to get out a time or..tw&-bet-
ween now and then.
And you can believe I was
out the next afternoon. The
water was rising fast and over
the summer pool mark into
the trees. I bobbed around the
backs of a few pockets, but my
net yield was zero.
So was the yield of the next
trip. '`Better plan on
something beside fish for
Sunday," I told my wife, and I
got ready to swallow some
pride.
The third trip produced a
couple of nice crappies, but
certainly not enough to feed
eight hungry appetites.
But then I got an idea. I'd
been hearing rumors about
catfish being in shallow water,
and a call to a local tackle
store operator confirmed the
report. "Would night be just
your ticket," he answered,
and it-wasn't long before I was
in his store buying a pre-tied
70 hook line and a couple of
boxes of nightcrawlers.
"Tie your line between some
trees along a shallow bank,"
the man suggested, and that's
what t did. I got help from my
neighbor, George Lynn, and
we strung the line just at dusk
on Friday.
The next morning I was
turkey hunting at Land Bet-
ween the Lakes. I kept
thinking about the trot line,
wondering if it would save my
reputation. If my fishing luck
wain't any better than my
turkey effort, I'd be eating
ground beef for days. to come.
But I needn't have worried.
When I got home Mr. Lynn
had run the line, and seven fat
catfish were waiting for me in
his live box. Four of the fish
were good size. And of the
other thirteen hooks that
didn't have fish, all were
baitless. A couple of drops
Dyads 8•1111
Trotlining isn't exactly a glamorous way to fish, but it is 
productive. A baited line does
the work while you're gone, and a quick check and rebai
ting job is often all the effort
necessary to provide the essentials of a catfish dinner.
were broken off by what must
have been big cats and
another hook was bent almost
double by a fish that got off.
So the moral of the story is
this: if you talk too much and
have to get fish, or if you're
just hungry for a plate of
catfish, fries and hushpuppies,
consider setting a trotline!
For the amount of effort in-
volved, they may just be the
most productive method of
fishing around.
(Post script — My wife took
me at my wOrd and cooked
something other than fish for
the big feast. Daddy came in
and promptly judged that he
couldn't smell fish cooking.
His chagrin turned to a smile
when I presented him with a
plastic bag of clean catfish for
the trip back h9me,)
e -
Several important hap-
penings for interested sport-
smen are coming up.
Two carp tournaments for
bowfishmen are in the offing
the first weekend in May. The
Paris (Tennessee) Rod and
Gun Club is sponsoring its
third annual bowfishing
tournament May 5 and 6 at
Paris Landing State Park.
This is a pay tourney —$5 per
person, and the heftiest one
day total claims $100 first
prize. Prizes will also be given
for second and third places
and for largest fish. Anybody
interested in the tourney
should show up "
Joe Pat FutreS left, of Murray, and Gary Siress,
 of Har-
din, made a successful trio ici-Missouri turkey hunt
ing
Saturday, April 28, Futrell called his gobb
ler after the gob-
bler was already with a hen by using a diaphram call
 in his
'mouth and a slate call with-his hands at the same
 time.
This made the gobbler think there were two hens
. Both
the -ben and gobbler came to his calling. Both Futrell a
nd
Siress killed their gobblers approximately one hour
 after
entering the woods. Futrell has killed many turke
ys in the
LIR and is an expert turkey caller and hunter.






HICKORY HUT PIT BAR-B-0
The Largest Caught & Weighe
d
of Each, At Hickory Hut
During April Wins
A SMOULDER OF BAR-B-Q
registration at the Paris
Landing State Park marina
between 6-8 a.m. either day.
Bowfishing will be allowed on
Kentucky Lake and its
tributaries between 8 an.-4
p.m. A Tennessee fishing
license is required.
Also, May 4-6 are the dates
for a "carporee" at Land
Between The Lakes. Action
starts at noon on the 4th and
ends the 6th at 1 p.m. Entry is
$4 .f which includes camping
fee), and trophies will be
given in several divisions.
Headquarters for the "car-
poree" are at Camp Energy in
LBL's northern portion. For
more information write to:
Carperee Tournament, Land
Between the Lakes, Golden
Pond, Kentucky 42231.
A licensed field trial for
retrievers is set for May 4-6 at
the West Kentucky Wildlife
Management Area west of
Paducah. The event is
sponsored by the Western
Kentucky Retriever Club, and
several of the nation's top
dogs will be on hand to run a
slate of tough courses.
If you've never been to a
retriever field trial, various
tests are set up in the different
stakes, and all the dogs en-
tered will run through the
same test. The dogs are
judged on their ability to
complete the tests, and as the
trial continues the less
competent animals are
eliminated. Things might
seem slow and repetitious to a
first time trial-goer, but if you
seek out some explanation of
what's happening from a more
knowledgeable on-looker,
you'll get a lot more
joyment from your trip.
And let me add a note about
field trial dogs in comparison
to hunting dogs. Many hunters
will tell you that Old Blackie's
not one of those fancy field
trial animals, but he's as good
a hunting dog as t/Te best of
them. Many hunters who have
no knowledge of experience in
regards to field trailing have
the misconception that a field
trial dog isn't a good hunting
companion.
Nothing could be further
from the truth. The best field
trail dog will be the best
hunter. His degree of training
's such that he'll perform
retrieving feats that Old
Blackie never thought of.
Field trials are built around
simulated hunting situations,
and the tests in competition
are very similar to the tests
faced by a dog in a flooded
bottom looking out over a
spread of decoys.
41.
Erick Benson, Murray, had a good day Monday. April 30,
when he came in with this 9 pound bass. Benson was
fishing a white spinner bait, in shaHow water, on Kentucky
Lake at Rushing Creek.




24 Hour Wrecker Service •





• "We Appreciate Your Business" 
•
753-7404








Brad Taylor had some trouble fielding a bunt hit his way duri
ng a recent game, but the Murray High pitcher and his team-
mates have had no trouble winning. Taylor is 4-0, and the Tig
ers are 11-1 and riding a nine-game winning streak. Murray,
along with Calloway County, enters district tournament actio
n next week. Murray High is the defending region champion.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
Twins' Reliever Stops Tigers
Marshall A Savior Again
By KEN RAPPOPJORT
AP Sports Writer
When ' the Minnesota Twins
signed strongman Mike
-,Marshall to a lucrative con-
tract this year, they felt they
were going to get their
money's worth. And they were
right.
To date. the Twins have 17
victories — and Marshall has
had a hand in 13 of them.
Marshall gained his fourth














Time: Sat: & Sun. May 5th & 6th.
Place: Big Mac's Sporting Goods
Limit: No Limit! Bring ALL your
'viols and we will fill them up




Hwy. 641 Sc. Murray, Ky.
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday
41 1 ;(;;;11,
along with nine saves as the
Twins defeated the Detroit
Tigers 7-6. And he thinks he
can keep doing it.
-If this team needs me to
pitch more than 106 times, I'll
do may best to give it to
them," said Marshall, citing
the figure that once helped
him win the Cy Young Award
with the Los Angeles Dodgers.
Asked if there was a limit
his number of appearances
this year, the well-traveled 36-
year-old veteran said: "At




Marshall with his winning run
when he hit a solo homer in the
seventh. Ironically, Adams
thought the ball was going to
" be caught and turned back
toward the dugout.
"Carl (Kuehl, first base
coach was pale as a ghost
when he saw me running
( back," said Adams. -He said
to me, 'What areyou doing?' I
thought he was pulling my leg.
I'll tell you — that was .the
longest 360 feet I ever saw,"
In other American League
games, the Kansas City
Royals edged the Cleveland
Indians 5-4 in 10 innings; the
Boston Red Sox defeated the
Seattle Mariners 5-3; the
Chicago White Sox defeated
the Texas Rangers 7-5 in the
first game of a doubleheader
before losing the nightcap 7-6;
the Oakland A's whipped the
New York Yankees 11-5 and




game was postponed by rain.
Adams' blast came off
Aurelio Lopez, 0-1. Marshall,
who has appeared in seven of
the Twins' last nine games,
took over with one out and a
man on third in the seventh
inning and the Twins leading
6-5.
Pinch-hitter Jim Corcoran
lofted a sacrifice fly to tie the
ATTENTION
TRUCKERS!!!
Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model, 3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road
experience and a good background, then do yourself a favor and con-
tact Carl McBride (901) 784-4951 at Humbolt, Tn.
game but Marshall hel.d
Detroit scoreless the rest of
the way to raise his record to
4-1.
Royals 5, Indians 4 '
Hal McRae's sacrifice fly in
the 10th inning scored Al
Cowens, giving Kansas City
reliever Al .Hrabosky a tight
victory over Cleveland.
• Cowens led off the 10th with
a single off geveland reliever
Sid Monge, 1-2. He stole
second and went to third as the
throw by catcher Bo Diaz
skipped into center field far an
error. McRae followed with a
high fly to left that scored the
winning run.
Red$ox 5, Mariners 3
Fred Lynn drove in three
runs with a homer -and a
sacrifice fly and Carl
Yastrzemski broke a tie with
his 388th career homer,
-Towering Boston over Seattle •
The 39-year-old Yaz-
trzemski also had a single in
moving within six hits of 2,900
in his career.
White Sox 7-6iGngers 5-7
Eric Soderholm cracked a
two-run double as Chicago
scored three runs in top of the
ninth inning to beat Texas in
the first game of their
doubleheader. Sparky Lyle.
the Rangers' relief ate. gave
,up a run-scoring single to Clot
Lemon and a two-run double
to Soderholin.
The Rangers came back to
win the nightcap on Mike




By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE — Spec-
tacular Bid was the 3-5
favorite while winless Great
Redeemer was not the longest
shot in the race in preliminary
betting Friday at Churchill
Downs for Saturday's Ken-
tucky Derby.
Great Redeemer was listed
at 50-1, with Shamgo, who has
two victories but has not won
in eight starts this year, was
the outsider at 80-1.
The other odds were F'Ivir.g
Paster, 5-2; the enti-y of
General Assembly and Sir
Ivor Again, 7-1; Screen King
7-1; Golden Art, 16-1: Lot
o4.4to1d, 35-1, and King
Celebrity 50-1.
There was $95,482 bet to win
on Spectacular Bid and442,208
wagered on Flying Paster
Only $1,973 was bet to win on
Shamgo while $3,006 was .t.,
on flreat Redeemer.
A total of $198,353 was but
win, $72,052 to place and_
$50,495 to show.
Wierray Ledger & Times
A Kentucky Winner?
Odds SarToday's Derby Chomp Should Be_
By the Associated Press
LOULSVILLE — Tradition




didn't win the Derby last year,
but they have won 79 of the 104
previous runnings of the 3-
year-old classic at Churchill
Downs.
In this year's Derby, there
were five Kentucky-breds —
favored Spectacular Bid,
Screen King, Lot o'Gold,
Shaingo and King Celebrity.
Flying Paster and Golder, Act
were California-bred, while
General Assembly was bred in
Virginia. Sir Ivor Again hails
from New York — which has
never given the Derby a
winner -- and Great
Redeemer came from
Maryki4.1.
Florida ranks second behind
Kentucky in producing Derby
winners with four — last
year's winner Affirmed,
Foolish Pleasure, Carry Back
and Needles.
California and Tennesee
each had three winners.
Decidedly, Swaps and Mor-
vich were born in California
while Tennessee came up with
Lord Murphy, Kingman and
Typhoon II. New Jersey,
Texas and Virginia produced
two each.
Regret, the only filly ever to
win the Derby, and Cavalcade
came from New Jersey.
Assault and Middleground
came from Texas, and Reigh
Count and Secretariat, the
1973 Triple Crown winner and
sire of General Assembly,
were bred in Virginia.
Maryland has produced only
one winner, Kauai King. Dust
Commander was Illinois'
contribution, Kansas had
Lawrin, Elwood came from
Missouri, Wintergreen from
Ohio and Spokane from
Montana.
Three Derby winners
weren't born in the United
States. Northern Dancer was
foaled in Canada and Tomy
Lee and Omar Khayyam were
foaled in England. Cavalcade
and Pensive are offsprings of
mares bred to stallions in
England and brought to the
United States while the mares
were carrying them.
Calumet Farm, whose
Alydar finished second in the
Derby last year, is the leading
breeder with eight winners —
Whirlaway, Pensive, Citation,
Ponder, Hill Gail, Iron Liege,
Tim Tam and Forward Pass.
John E. Madden, another
Lexington, Ky., breeder, is
next with five winners — Old
Rosebud, Sir Barton, Paul
Jones, Zev and Flying
Ebondy.
While his breeding was on
his side, Spectacular Bid was
seeking to become the only the
third gray thoroughbred to
capture the Derby. The others
were Determine in 1954 and
Decidedly in 1962.
Bay horses have won 51
times, chestnuts 33 times.
browns 14 and blacks four.
Houston Open Is Still Struggling
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
HOUSTON — Officials of the
$300,000 Houston Open —
which has been hit by thieves,
weakened by withdrawals,
subjected to some mild con-
troversy and delayed by
torrential rains — tried again
today to get in the second
round of the hard-luck golf
tournatnent.
The tournament schedule
now calls for the second round
today, with a double round of
36 holes set for Sunday.
The violent thunderstorms
that produced about 1 1-2 inches
of rain, flooded the Woodlands
Country Club course and
washed out Friday's play was
the latest in a series of
misadventures for the event.
First of all, golf's leading
Lights — Jack Nicklaus and
the four men who have scored
multiple victories this year,
Hubert Green, Tom Watson,
Lanny Wadkins and Fuzzy
Zoeller — all decided to skip
this tournament.
Sharing the lead with -
Lietzke and Thompson after
the first round were Jim Dent,
Butch Baird and Jim Colbert.
Rogers was one of a half-dozen
men a single stroke off the
pace at 67. There were 12 more
at 68, leaving 23 men within
two shots of each other in the
chase for a $54,000 first prize
which, for the time being at
least, will not be accompanied
by the traditional trophy.
OVC Baseball Tournament
Is Finally Underway Today
MOREHEAD, Ky —
Murray State faced Austin
Peay today at noon ( CST) as
the rain-marred Ohio Valley
Conference tournament
finally got underway, but not























schedule and be a single
game, says . Murray State
Coach Johnny Reagan.
"I'm almost certain it be
just one game tomorrow,"
Reagan said by phone this
morning. The tourney was
originally scheduled to be a
double-elirninalfon affair, but
rain has postponed the event
for the past two days.
Murray, the conference
runnerupibehind Morehead in
regular season play, split two
games with the Governors
during the regular season. The
'Breds took three-of-four
contests from Middle Ten-
nessee but dropped a
doubleheader at Morehead in

















 Ledger & Times
Turn to the Murray Ledger & Ilmes.
Each week we list dozens of job opportunitici for you.
You save time tracking down job leads since moet employers
tr v•hierof classified advertsisum.—
It also means you stand • much better
chance of finding the job you want.
If you need, job turn to the !Vs" 1
Job Guide in thus area
The Murray Ledger & Times











































Almond, Alabama's Rutledge Still Feel They Have Chance
By BRUCE LOW ITT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK - Alabama
quarterback Jeff Rutledge
was rated right up there with
the best of them, while wide
receiver Mike Almond of
Northwestern Louisiana
didn't even rate a mention.
Yet they shared the same
sort of disappointing fate -
and the same kind of hopeful
outlook, too.
They were, in effect, mere
afterthoughts in the National
Football League draft, the
annual flesh-peddling rite in
which the top choice goes for
millions of dollars and the
lower grades generally wind
up getting cut.
Rutledge is the latest in a
Spurs Take Eastern
Opener; Phoenix
Loses, Is Down 2-0
By the Associated Press
,LANDOVER, Md. - San
Antonio's James Silas said he
could see a Spurs victory in
the eyes of the Washington
guards.
It was in their faces," said
Silas after the_Spurs defeated
the Bullets 118-97 Friday night




They were so tight," he
said. "They were so far out of
it and that gave us confidence.
We were all fired up because
we knew ( Elvin) Hayes
couldn't do it alL" .
In Seattle, inept free-throw
shooting doomed the Phoenix
Suns to a 103-97 loss to the
SuperSonics to give Seattle a
2-0 stead in the best-of-seven
Western Conference cham-
pionship series.
The five Bullets guards,
continuing an .poor per-
formance that started during
the semifinals against
Altanta, helped the San
Antonio cause by hitting only
10 of 39 field goal attempts.
However, George Gervin
scored 34 points and Silas 28 in
addition to 24 by Larry Kenon,
to power the Spurs to the
victory.
In taking the opener of the
best-of-seven conference
championship series, the
Spurs recorded their first
victory in 10 outings at the
Capital Centre since they
joined the NBA three years ,
ago.
Game Two is scheduled here
Sunday.
Spurs Coach Doug Moe said
he thought his team, after
finishing an emotional seven-
game series with Philadelphia
Wednesday night, would have
to struggle in the opening
game. Instead, the Bullets had
their difficulties after. a
fiveday rest.
"After that seventh game,
we said-we wouldn't have a
chance up here so we decided
to slow it down to keep them
Tram running  " Idoe_said-AiL
the second half, we got our
running game going when
they were having a difficult
time.
"We knew they would go to
Hayes and (Bob) Dandridge,
so we doubled (coverage)
there and left their guards
free. But when they had a
guard shooting, we had a man
running at him."
Seattle 103,.Phoenix 97
Normally a fine shooting
team from both the floor and
the foul line, the Suns hit just
four of 10 free throws in the
final seven minutes in Friday
night's loss before Kingdome
crowd of 31,964.
. Gams 3 and 4 are set ,for
Sunday afternoon and
Tuesday night in Phoenix.
Seattle, the defending
conference champion, is
shooting for a second straight
appearance in the NBA finals.
"We can probably wrap it
up ( in Phoenix)," said Sonic
power forward Lonnie
Shelton, whose 18 points and
game-high 15 rebounds
highlighted a balanced Seattle
performancne at both ends of
the court.
"If we can get one win we'll
be happy," added Shelton,
"but we'll be shooting for
'two."
A basket by Suns center
Alvan Adams tied the rugged,
seesaw game for the last time
at 87 with 5:40 to play. Then
Phoenix went cold at the line,'
Walter Davis, an 83 percent
' free throw shooter, hit four of
-six foul shots down the stretch.
Don Buse, a 77 percent foul
shooter, missed four free
throws in a row with the Suns
behind 93-88.
"We had our opportunities,"
said Phoenix forward Truck
Robinson, who made his first
start in the Suns' 10 playoff
games and responded with 20
points and nine rebounds in 35
minutes. "I thought we out-
played them as far as total
play. The last couple minutes
was the key.
'Missing all those „free
throws, you don't win tthat
way.". -
line of Alabama quarterbacks
which included Bart Starr, Joe
Namath, Kgn Stabler and
Richard Todd. And according
to the predraft scouting
reports, Rutledge was con-
sidered just a shade behind
Washington State's Jack
Thompson and Clernson's
Steve Fuller in ability.
Thompson and Fuller were
drafted Thursday in the first
round. Rutledge, who com-
pleted 30 touchdown passes
during his career to break
Namath's school record of 28,
wasn't drafted until the ninth
round Friday, when most of
the names being read could
just as well have come out of
the local phone book with
nobody being the wiser.
Almond, meanwhile, earned
a dubious distinction. He was
selection No. 330, the last man
in the last round, picked by the
Pittsburgh Steelers.
That could be his albatross,
his millstone.
Being picked in the las* few
rounds usually means nothing
more than a passing glance or
two in training camp - but it
means only one training CEUIlp
until the team brings down the
axe. Players who aren't
drafted at all, though, have an
advantage of sorts. They can
try to sell themselves to as
many teams as they want
without restriction.
The 12-round draft took 17
hours, 13 minutes, with 168
offensive players, 150
defensive players and 12
specialists picked.
Linebackers led the way with
54, starting with No.. 1
selection Tom Cousineau of
Ohio State by the Buffalo Bills.
Oklahoma and Notre Dame,
had 10 players apiece drafted,
followed by Penn State with
nine. The Big Eight, with 34
players taken, led all con-
ferences.
For the Rutledges, the
Almonds and the rest of the
low-round draftees, the future
usually means an instant
career out of pro football -
although Starr, it must be
noted, was a 10th-round pick
by Green Bay.
They get none of the at-
tention, the glory and the
money which literally buries
the top picks like Thompson
(taken by Cincinnati),
Cousineau, a linebacker, and
the rest. Still, they smile in
adversity and find reasons to
be optimistic.
"Los Angeles is the only
team in the NFL that had only
two quarterbacks, Pat Haden
and Vince Ferragamo,"
Rutledge said, "so I'll make
the third one. If I'd gone
anywhere else, I would've
been the fourth or fifth
quarterback. Besides, with LA
I'm with a winner, just like I
was with a winner at
Alabama."
Grimsley's Junk Is Too
Big A Hunk For Padres
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Ross Grimsley has learned
to make the most of what he's
got.
wish I could throw a „hall
100 miles an hour," says the
29-year-old left-hander of the
Montreal Expos. "But I can't.
If I'm going to win, I'm going
to win my way. If people don't
like' it, I don't care. That's all I
hear: how much junk I
throw."
Grimsley's junk - fastball,
curve, slider, changeup - was
too much for the San Diego
Padres Friday night. They
managed just three hits as
Montreal breezed to a 12-1
victory.
It was the eighth triumph in
the last nine games for the
Expos, 16-6, who lead
Philadelphia by one game in
the the National League East.
In other NI, games, the
Cincinnati Reds edged the
Houston Astros 6-5 in 10 in-
nings, the Philadelphia
Phillies beat the Los Angeles
Dodgers 5-2, the San Fran-
cisco Giants nipped the New
York Mets 4-3, the St. Louis
Cardinals trimmed the Pit--
tsburgh Pirates 4-3 and the
Chicago Cubs defeated the
Atlanta Braves 6-2.
Grimsley, who signed with
Montreal as a free agent last
season and proceeded • to win
20 games, has picked up right
where he left off. Friday
night's 'victory raised his
record to 3-0.
"Grimsley is a lot of fun to
catch," said Montreal's Gary
Carter. "He has such a
repitoire of pitches. That type
SIGNALS!
•
Signs of inadequate wiring are: Lights dim,
the TV picture shrinks, fuses blow or breakers
trip, and appliances heat slowly. If you're
having any of these danger signals, get an elec-
trician to' check out your wiring today!
West Ky. ,Rural Eledric
Cooperative-Corporation
MAY/
of guy is going to throw the
hitters off. He was back to his
old rythym even though he
had the lead."
The Expos made the night's
work easy for ,Grirnsley by
.staking him to a 6-0 lead in the"
first inning when they sent 10
men to the plate. Home runs
by Carter and Andre Dawson,
the seventh of the season for
each, highlighted the inning.
National League
"I've never had that happen
in the first inning," Grimsley
said. "It was the first time I
ever got to bat before I got to
pitch."
The Expos, after winning
seven in a row at home, are
now 1-1 at the start of a 16-
game road trip.
"This is our first major
obstacle of the year," said
Grimsley. "If we do well, it
can help our confidence. If we
keep playing the way we're
playing, who knows?"
Carter drove in four runs for
Montreal, three of them On his
first-inning homer, and Larry
Parrish drove in three runs
with a pair of doubles.
Grimsley helped his own
cause with a pair of RBI
Reds 6, Astros 5
George Foster's bases-
loaded single with none out in
the 10th inning brought home
the winning run for Cincinnati,
which pulled to within 21/2
games of front-running
Houston in the NL West.
Johnny Bench, demoted to
the No. 8 spot in the batting
order earlier this week when
his average dipped to .177,
drove in three runs for the
Reds with a pair of singles and
a sacrifice fly. Bench credited
a 40-minute workout with
Coach Ted Kluszewski with
getting him back on the right
track.
Phils 5, Dodgers 2
Steve Garvey's seveiptb-
inning error permitted areg
Luzinski to race home with the
tit-breaking run as, the
Phillies beat the Dodgers
behind the six-hit pitching of
Randy Lerch.
Giants 4, Mets 3
Roger Metzger slammed an
(Aghth-inning triple that sent
New York center fielder Lee
Mazzilli crashing into the wall
and scored on a throwing
error on the relay by pitcher
Skip Lockwood to give the
Giants their third straight
victory. Vida Blue, 5-2,
scattered six hits.
Cards 4, Pirates 3
Tony Scott and, Ken Reitz
drove in two runs apiece for
St. Louis while Lou Brock had
three singles, stole his 919th
career base and scored the
decisive run.
Cubs 6, Braves 2
Bill Buckner's run-scoring
double capped a three-run
fifth inning and Jerry Martin's
tworun single keyed a three-
run seventh that carried the
Cubs over the Braves.
Velasquez Angry
Despite Victory
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE - Jorge
Velasquez had some sharp
words for rival jockey Tony
Black after guiding Calumet
Farm's Davona Dale past
Candy Eclair in the $115,600
Kentucky Oaks.
"My thought is that if I was
a steward I would give that
rider 10 to 15 days," said
Velasquez after Friday's race
for 3-year-old fillies at
Churchill Downs. "He earned
me out deliberately."
Davona Dale, the winning
daughter of Best Turn,
charged through the stretch
for a 414-length victory, taiung
over from Black's mount
ippproaching the 1-16th mile
pole.
'his horse was drifing out
very little, but when he saW
me coming he just let her o,"
said Velasquez, referring to
Black. "He could do a betta
job than that. He's a
professional."
But Black had a quick 
reto4
to the criticism.
"I wanted my filly to
the outside. I thought he
( Velasquez ) wanted to •''rne
to the inside of me, he stolid
commit himself to the inole• I
clidn!t. think I should have ta
drop in at any time. I wirt
to be on the outside." •
Davona Dale was
t
midway through the back
stretch as Candy Eclair set
the pace, moved to fourth
about the halfmile pole, to
third midway on the final turn
and then took command for
good.
Louis Haggin II s
Himalayan finished second,
two lengths ahead of longshot
Prize Spot, owned by the Glen
Hill Farm. Candy Eclair,
owned by Mrs. Henry D.
Paxson, faded to fourth in the
field of six. tourulla finished
fifth and Winter Tour was last.
Davona Dale, sent off as the
2-5 favorite by a crowd of
47,330 on Kentucky Derby eve.
was timed in 1:47 1-5 aver the
sloppy 1 1-16 mile course. It
was the sixth Oaks victory in




DALLAS AP) - John
McEnroe dumped No.2 seed
Jimmy Connors 6-1, 6-4, 6-4
and top-seeded Bjorn Borg
struggled past Vitas
Gerulaitis 7-5, 7-6, 2-6, 6-2 to
set up their championship



















W L Pet. GB
16 6 TV
15 7 612 1
12 ii 122
10 10 500 5
1 13 381 7‘s









Chicago 6, Atlanta 2
Cincurinati 6, Houston 5, 10 innings
St Lows 4. Pittsburgh 3
Montreal 12, San Diego I
Philadelphia 5, Los Angeles 2






Atlanta ( Niekro 3-4) at Chiasgo (Lamp
24)
New York (Swan 3-21 at San Francisco
(Nasal 0-1)
Houston )Andular 3-0) at Cincinnati
(-Hume 2-3)
Pittsburgh ( Blyleven 0-2) at StLows
(B.Forsch 0-2), in,
. _Philadelphia Illuthven 4-0) at Loa Ange-
les (Messersmith 1-1 ), (n)
Montreal (Rogers 2-1) at San Diego
Owciunko 0-01, !n)
Suaday's Games
Houston at Cincinnati, 2
Atlanta at Chicago
Pittsburgh at St Lows
Philadelphia at Los Angeles
Montreal at San Diego
New York at San Francisco
Monday's Games
Pittsburgh at Atlanta, (n)
Philadelphia at San Diego, ) n



















Chicago 74, Texas 5-7
Boston 5, Seattle 3
Kansas City 5, Cleveland 4, 10 innings
Oakland it, New York 5
Toronto 5, Milwaukee 4
Minnesota 7, Detrott 6
California at Baltimore, ppd rain
Saturday's Games
Seattle (0.Jones ) at Bostixi ) Ecaers-
ley 11)






Toronto Lemancik 2-0 ) at
Milwaukee
(Slaton 2-1)







Oakland at New York









































San Antonio Ill, Washingtur
Sunday's Game
San Antonio at Washington
elistsday 's Game
Washington at San Antonio, n
Prliey, Hey 11
Washington at San Antonio. .n
Say. May 13




Washington at San Antonio, !AL If list,
essary
Friday. May 11 •
San Antonio at Washington, in), if air-
essar)
Western Coaferesce Flash
Best al Sewn Series
Game I
Seattle 106, Phoenix 03
Pride y's Game




Seattle at Phoenix, in)
Friday. Aft 11
Phoenix at Seattle, in, if necessary
Sasday, May 13
Seattle at Phoenix, if necessary
Tuesday, May 15




MINNESOTA TWINS - Placed Geoff
Zahn, pitcher, on the 21-day disabled Sat.
Recalled Mike Barak, pitcher, from
Toledo of the International League
TEXAS RANGERS -- Traded Bert
Campanerls, shortstop, to the_ California
Angels for Dave Chalk, infielder
The Magic 'Fri Bowling League held its year end banquet at Pagliai's Pima recently, -:
closing its winter bowling season. The Peoples Bank team comprised of ( left to right m Ruth •:
Harrison, Billie Hall, Lois Smith, Marge Hinman and Judy Hale, was the winning team.
WIBC awards were given to the following members during the Magic tri Banquet. Pictured
from left are Lois Smith, high average winner (173), Barbara Cauley, high series handicap








Democratic Primary May 29
"Draw The Line - VOTE - Candidate No 9"
What Am I In Favor Of?
:Better maintenance of our city streets, public utilities,
publicly owned equipment and vehicles.
:Correction of our many drainage problems, more new curbs-
gutters and sidewalks. Better quality control of new construction.
•A long range renovation plam for the older sections of our city.
•A hotel/motel room tax with the revenues to support our share
of the park budget and national advertising to encourage, more
tourist trade to boost our local economy and prestige.
What Am Opposed To?
• :Any city resident being charged a fee to dump any type o
refuse at our city owned and operated landfill. •
•A payroll tax on city residents, or, a city salestax.
Paid Political Advertisement. Virginia Bolen Campaign Treasurer
PAGE 10 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & 
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HURT SCHOLARSHIP WINNER: Mr. 
and Mrs. Max Hurt, kirksey, had an 
opportunity
recently to visit with Tommy Boggess, cente
r, a graduating senior at Calloway C
ounty
High School and recipient of the $500 M
ax B. Hurt Honorary Scholarship a
t Murray
State University. On campus for an al
umni function and the son of Mr. and M
rs. James
S. Boggess, Route 1, Dexter, he plans to 
major in electrical engineering. The sch
olarship
has been established in honor of Mr. Hurt,






































































































E Op pm D Ei DID Pa
28 State Abbr 44 Wile -of 
Zew
-.-29 4.5..Short Jacket
32 - cross 46 Greek le
tter
33 Latin con- 47 AwaN,
junction 48 As writter
36 Claws, Mus
38 Punctuation 49 Rem.. -
mark ton
40 Pigpens 50 Be-lace
42 Deface 53 Near
t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 1 i
1? 13 14


























IT'S HARD TO BUY
BANANAS---I CAN'T



















NOW, DO LOISH TO
PM CASH OR DO ‘!OU

















spring semester day classes at
Murray State University will
begin on Monday, May 7.
Dr. Richard, Butwell, vice-
president for academic
programs, said examinations
will begin at 8 a.m. on that
date and continue through
Friday. May 11. Examinations
are being given to evening
classes this week and will be
given to Saturday classes on
May 5.
The examination schedule
on the campus leads up to the
Honors Day Program at 3:30
p.m. Friday, May 11, and the
56th spring commencement at
10 a.m. on Saturday, May 12,
in the university fieldhouse.
A total of 795 students have
filed for degrees in the
graduation ceremonies this
spring. The exact number of
graduates will be determined
when university officials have
checked the candidates to
certify that requirements
have been met.
Both mid-year and spring
term gradu4tes will par-
ticipate in The cap and gown
ceremony since no formal
graduation exercise is held at
the conclusion of the fall
semester.
Two sessions of summer
school of five weeks each are
scheduled this year the first
May 29-June 29 and the second
July 2-Aug. • 3. Summer
commencement exercises will






























on and the Business















































GOD IS LOVE. I J.Ohn 4:8.
- But seek ye first The
k41gdom of God, and His
riotousness. and all these
ih ,ngs shall be added unto
VOU Matthew 6 33 24 hour
pnone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE_ 759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store. Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12 30 on WSJP. 
TI-4E 'CALLOWAY County
Dry League and Citizens for
Drug Control, _ will meet
Monday, May 7th, at 7 pm in
the Woodman Hall. All
-members and interested
persons are urged to attend.
anima
$40,000+ Per Year
'Start in Spare Tlnie i
Heinz and
Llhef-Boy-Ar-Dee Foods
National Corp seeking in-
dependent wholesale distributor
:0 ioin us in cashing in on the
booming; automatic mer-
,handising tndustry Nothing
left to chance. YOU need no ex-
penence YOU do not sell. YOU
male money' YOU MUST be
i mature and respoombie. In-
, vestment as low as $2779, Wnte
or CALL COLLECT', MR. CAR-
TER, Gourmet Products, WWII
Richmond Ave., Suite 12t,






















The US. Navy has put toget
her a
plan which permits you the 
choice of
several options guaranteed, with
todcry's modern fleet
lts known as the SEAMAN
AIRMAN program After you 
corn
plete six to seven weeks 
recruit
limning. you are guararneed 
the op
prentice school training of S
eaman
Airman. or Fireman.
Those selecting the Seaman 
up
prenticeshiP will have the adventure
ol sea duty. The Airman
 apprentice
ship will qualify you to 
work in one
of the Navy's numero
us aviation
communities And the Fireman up
prenticeship teaches you skills in
ship board engineering
There's more.
If you have a friend 
who chooses
the same apprentice
ship ca you, the
"Buddy System' will all
ow you to go
through recruit training ft:Ve
ined laid
you may even receiv
e orders to the




These are our guarantees 
Gen-
erally, here is whcrt we ask of 
you a
tQui year enlistment 
obligation. you
mist bil7 and 
not yet 31 years of
cies. and meet education
 require-
ments
And remember, you get the b
ens;
fits of free m
edical and dental health
ccie good pay and an excel
lent op
portunity for promotion, cont
inuing
education. low cost 
life insurance.
plus a cis:Moto-TO 
arrow, and sew the
worid
k get the details, till in 
the
coupon and mail it to us 
lt you want
to get the 
details quickly call toll




Arid then. write your
 own ticket
NAVE-












If you have ever considered
vending as a part-tune Inedille
- NOW IS THE TIME' With
the purchase of 10 machines
DIRECT FROM THE FAC-
TORY, you can save 115 to V
thousand dollars Now start
your own vendmic route or add
to your present Dullness. 5
year factory warranty, moot
machines LESS THAN
$500 00 Complete line to
choose from including Hot
Food, Magazine, Stereo Tape,
Gum & Mint, Snacks, Maps,











*Large Tred Veliesol Wan-
dog




Complete line of use, trod!,








S. LOST '4 FOU N D  
LOST. SEVEN year old male
Beagle in Wiswell area, no
collar. Phone 7515719.
LOST - AUSTRAILAN
Shepherd, 2 yeaccild, white,
gray and black. Lost on S
1221. Reward, Call 753 2287.
LOST' SIBERIAN Husky,
white with blue eyes, red
collar If found call 753-7646





offered L found Cali 489
2328
LOST MALE puppy, 6
weeks old, brown and black,
lost near 011ie Hail Road at
Coles •Campground Road.
Call 759 1339





.resume to P 0 Box 32 Q.
Murray, KY
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators - Apply- in. _
person.
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar 51., Murra_v_._KY-
• MED A
SUMMER JOB?
6 week camp for
college students with 2
or more years
remaining at M.S.U.




IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
ANTIQUE KEY wind wat-
ches and flintlock gun. Will
trade. 436 2506
FOR SALE. Nails 8 and 16CC
sinkers 50 no. box $15.50;
styrofoam insulation 1/2" 4X8
$2-40. 1" 4 X 8 S3.80, particle
board five eighths inch 4X8
$ai,s, x.2, 
4X8
8wood 'a" 4X8 $7.50.
five eighths inch 4X8 $8.25,
$11 00, exterior
siding 4X8 $7 00 and up;
paneling-80 selections of 4X8
sheets from S2.95 to S7.75,
cedar closet lining-4X8 $5.00,
doors $5.75 and up; cabinet
topping 30 cents sq. ft.;
vanities $60 and up; tub kits
$30 and up, shower stalls
$135 complete; carpet $3.50
SQ yd by the roll only; inside
window shutters 10 cents
'vertical inch, kitchen 5' base
and wall cabinet $120. Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc , Hwy. 45,
one mile So. Martin, TN
38237
0pen SaPthuorndea y ("1) 5till 3 pr117 
3000
. ' 
FOR SALE: 2 good tickets to
the lndianappolis 500,
regular price. 753:8071.
16.  HOME FURNISHINGS 
18 CUBIC FOOT Chest
freezer, slightly damaged,




Pertone color, $100. 753-5611. 
FREEZER SALE. 5 Cu, ft.
chest, $196.88; 15 Cu. ft.
chest, 5259 88; 16 cu. ft.
upright, $288.00; 188 Cu. ft.
chest, $288 00; 19 Cu. it,
upright, 529988; 23 Cu- ft.
chest, $119.88. Montgomery
Ward, 753 1966. 
HIDE A bed, 900d condition. 
Call753 1423 
LARGE SOLID oak antique
-roil top desk and chair, $350.
Call 753 6762.
MUST SELL! Sears Ken
more heavy duty washer and
dryer Call 753 7949 after 5
Pm. 
ONE FLORAL couch, one
chair, one room air con
ditioner Call 753 1523 after 5
pm• 
ZENITH CONSOLE, AM FM
stereo tape player, maple
wood, like new Maple coffee




Air Shopping Center, is now
hiring.for both day and night
shifts. Apply in person
between 2 and 5 pm to Bobby
Scott. 
WANTED EXPERIENCED
body man 'Apply at Gene's
Body shop, So. 4th Street or
call 753 5374
" 1. SITUATIONS WANTED 
I WOULD like to stay with
elderly lady and do light
housekeeping Call 753 4732















not essential. We offer




call or write: Mr. Tom
Buffington, CIT Finan-
cial Services, 117 S. 4th
St., 7534702.
An Equal Opportunity Em-
ployer
qW1M1.4f61Gi - POOL
distributor has surplus brand
new "first quality above
ground family pools torn
plete with Filter, -ladder,
sun -deck, stairs, pump,
completely installed only
$796. No money down, terms
arranged to fit your budget.
Call warehouse toll free in
Kentucky area 1 800 292 9438 •
Elsewhere call collect (502)
454 156/.
14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 prn,
474 8838
WANTED TO I134• standing





For factor) authorized parts,
sales, and service call 19011
842-7619 Located at 102 W.




CASE 1150 TRACK loader.
excellent all the way, $11,000.
(6151 232 7404. 
FOR SALE: Side mount rack
with two 210 gallon
aluminized steel tanks, Ace
centrifical pump kit. New.
$1275. Call 753 3897. 
6 HP ROTOR tiller, one year
old, $200 or best offer.
Electric weed eater, $40 or
best offer Ca11436-5601. 
HEAVY DUTY tri-axle
trailer, $2000. (615) 232,7404.
JOHN DEERE riding
rrrower, 36" cut, electric




points, regular plow points,
disk blades Get our price
before you buy. Vinson
Tractor Company0753 4892, 
NEW TOBACCO scaffold
wagons, double wide, 21'
tang - 11 886 6029 in
-+Iaph4etsv444e-afeer--45-prin. 
NEW 200 GALLON pull type
sprayer with poly tank, 8 row
boom, nozzels and pump
Never been used. $700. Call
753 3897.
NEW HOLLAND hay con
ditioner. S450. Call 436 2556.
TRUCK TOOL boxes and







A GIFT as special as your
Mom a microwavve oven,
only $17 a month. J & B
Music, 753 7575. 
DISPLAY CASE, 6 ft. high, 3
ft. wide, 18" deep, metal
frame clear plexaglass sides,
2 locking plexagfass doors in
• front equipped with floresent
lights, revolving shelves,
$150 Call after 5 pm. (502)
522 6329. 
FOR SALE: Tomatoe and
pepper plants, also shrubs
South 16th extended, Wiswell
Road, follow signs. 
GIRLS BICYCLE, 16",
English style, almost new,
$35. Call 753-7820 after 8 pm.
29 GALLON AQUARIUM
with stand, bottom filter, and
light. $50. 1897755 after 3 pm.
KANIK,WAY AUTOMOTIVE
grinder for grinding valves,
starter and generater.
Armetures also grinds
skalght ' and, tapered
reamers aflt1 o d grinding.
Includes several other at
tachments. $700. Call after
pm, (502) 522-6329. 
ONE KT: diamond cluster
$
TAILORED 
a s k n9 
A





s for English or Western
showing. Coat and slacks,
yell, size 11-12, $15 Worn
only twice, very nice Call
753 1916 from 8 till 5 and 753
6331 after 5 pm.
24. MISCELLANEOUS 
SAW DUST for sale
Shoemaker Lumber Corn
pany. McKenzie, TN (901-
352 5777
SLIDING GLASS dour unit. 2
doors, double therrnopane
glass, with AWM frames. $25
for both. 753-7820 Mier II pm . 
WROUGHT IRON carport
supports. black. set of one
single and one corner unit.
Used one year, $30. Call 753 ,
7820 after 8 pm '
26. TV-RADIO 
40' ROHN TOWER,
parabolic aut. .for channel!
17 In dash AM FM 8 track,
pushbutton radio; CB hump
mounts with speakers. SWR
meters, antsphnas. Call 436
5601. /
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
party to take up payments on
725" 7color t.v. J & B Music,3 5n
MOS. HOME SALES 




derpinning, extra nice Si4590
Call 753 8177. 
1970 NEW MOON, 2
bedroom, gas, furnished,
underpinning, - utility pole
and extras, 436-2199.
12 x 60 1974 WAYSIDE,
spacious two bedroom,
central air, underpinning,
tie-downs, storage shed_ Call
436 2625Jor 474 2226. 
10 X '51 TWO BEDROOM
used trailer, .._ea.cri lent
condition, $3500 Located at
lot 138 Riveria Trailer
Courts. 362 8793 or 753 7443
12 X 70 ALL ELECTRIC, 2
bedroom, 2 bath, furnished
trailer. Take over payments.
Gall 753 6189 after 4 pm. 
12 X 60 TWO BEDROOM,
furnished, gas heat, $3750.
Call 753-3016 
1971, 12 X 52, TWO
BEDROOM, washer' dryer,
frost free refrigerator, dish
washer, underpinned, ex
cellent condition, $5500.
Ready for occupancy July
6th, located Fox Meadows.
753-7730 after 5 pm. 
60 X 12 HOUSE TRAILER,
furnished, located 2' 2 mites
off New Concord Higtnyay on
one acre lot. Priced at $1975.
Two boy clean up body shOP
with cornpresser and office.
Call 753 0595 before 6 pm, and
753 84103 after 6 pm. Ask for
Wes.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
MOBILE HOME for rent, 3
bedrooms, `2. baths, central
air, dishwasher Ideal for 2
or 3 single adults to share
Call 753 0364 or 753 3455 after
5 pm
12 X 60 TRAILER FOR rent,
See Mrs Brandon Dill at
Dill's Trailer Court, 
21. HEATING & COOLING 
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753-)551 Or 753.
9104. •




33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOMS FOR rent, $60 per
month plus sharing utilities.
Adjoining MSU at 113 N Isth
Street. 753 9091. --
ROOMS FOR rent, shared
bath and kitchen facility, $65
per month Call 753 9030. 
ROOMS FOR rent, available
now, one block from campus,
air conditioned, $60 per
month, $50 deposit Call 753
934. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
NICE THREE bedroom
house for rent $270 per
month. Call 753-4291_
35. FARMS FOR RENT
FARM HOUSE near Ken
lake on Ledbetter -Road. $50
per month For details call 1
216 234 4383 or write C
. Waldrop, 18800 Whitney
.Road, Stringsville, OH 44136







' BULLS F-OR sok.. ( -Per-
formance tested halt, three
quarters, seven eighths
blood Simmental and Maine
Anjou bulls Only the very
best performance bulls
selected from over 1,000
- performance, tested cows are
being offered for sale.
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, KY
42211 Phone days, 235 5182.
28 FEEDER PIGS, 5.40 each.
435-4548.. 
NINE COWS, nine calves,
and one bull. Call 759 1701.
WALKING •HORSE gelding.
Dapple gray,- white mane
and tail, 10 years old. Was
shown extensively from 4 to 7
years old. Won • state '4 H
horse show, walking horse
division, 3 years straight
Has-boon-04f Show circuit for
3 years Spirited, very well
trained, excellent trail horse
Unregistered S750. Call 753
1916 from 8 till 5, and ask for








case. RCA stereo, toys,
lamps, old radio, oak





and teen age clothes,
miscellaneous antique
.Iems, shoes new and
used. Assorted fur-
niture, Saturday May
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OLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
41. PUBLIFSALES 
YARD SALE, Saturday 8 tilt
4, everything reasonable
women, girls, and baby
defiling, end tables, CB
radio with power supply,
trinketse4n etazei turn beside
Dee's Bank, turn left at stop
sign. green house in second
curve.
CARPORT SALE, 4-0-4 N
Saturday at 7 am. Household
items, clothes, all sizes, baby
items, stereo, and  tables. 
YARD SALE! Sunday only
Take Pottertown highway
turn left past East School
tirst gravel road, follow
signs.




start or expand your
own automttive
cleanup business with
this 3 car cleanup shop
located minutes from
Murray on one acre
lot. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY,
7534222. For all the
information. Priced at
only $25,000.
ACRE LOT near Kentucky
Lake, Call Chuck Thurman,'
759 1677. Chilton and Hance
weaity
ProiesssonalSers ices
With The Friendly Touct,
GROCERY IN
BROWN'S GROVE +
Fine opportunity to go
into business for your-
self. Ideal Country Set-
ting, grocery store, in-
cluding stock and fix-
tures. Begin your -new
venture today - For
ONLY 929,950. Boyd-
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.





it,kth The nendl) Touch ...-
COUNTRY ARISTOC-
RAT . . . In a class by
itself-this lovely 2
story challenges com-
parison. On a beautiful
acre wooded lot, not
far from city, the
luxurious features
abound - large entry,
den with, fireplace,
country kitchen, for-
mal dining room, 4
bedrooms, 2 baths,
central vacuum, in-
tercom - $84,900. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
1.61 ACRES IN Klrksey. Set
up for mobile home with
well, septic tank, electric
pole and 20 X 30 garage. 285
feet of highway frontage.
Owner says sell. Listed at
S5000. The Nelson Shroat Co.
Realtors. 759 1707. 
FRESH AIR! Rolling hills
and clear air are in abun
dance at this 12 acre m-1
tract not too far "out". 3
bedroom mobile home and a
30 X 30 body shop call
today...753 1492.. offered by






home with central gas
heat, fireplace in den,
and attractive corner
lot location on quiet
residential street. Lots
of home for the money.
Priced in the $50's.
PHONE KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We




The City of Murray will be receiving bids
to trade one 1970 Case Backhoe, Model
580, for one new backhoe for use of the
Murray Street Dept. Bids are to be.
delivered to the City Clerk's office by 5:00
p.m. May 10, 1979. Specifications are
available at ,,the City Clerk's Office, 111






7-3 with rotation, 3-11, or 11-7.
Competitive salaries and benefits.
Individualized refresher program
available. 6 Month internship
available for new graduates. Call
(502) 886-5221, Ext. 154 - Hopkin-
sville, .KY 42240. An Equal Op-
portunity Employer.
43. REAL ESTATE
3 LEVEL BEAUTY on 10
seculded acres Master
bedroom and bath on upper
level Living room, dining
area, kitchen, bedroom,
bath, and utility room on
main level Family room,
bedroom, bath on lower
level Wood burning stove,
unique decor. 24 X 24 garage.
Must see to appreciate.
Listed at $62,500 The Nelson












With The Fnendlo. Touch
4 lots (100)075' ea.) on
641 South. Only short
distance from city
limits. May be pur-
chased as one tract or
individually. Com-
mercial or building
sites, would be ideal
for trailer court. Boyd-
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
With a lowdown payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.










South 12th at Sy ca moils
TELEPHONE 7S 3- 1651





miles South of Murray.
Outside storage and
one acre of land are





 go thwi 
ft
THE ARRANGEMENT If
you'd like separate .living
quarters for parents, in laws
or guests, you'll love this. 3
bedroom home plus apart-
ment with separate en-
trance, has fireplace,
basement, wooded lot and is .
convenient to shopping area.
Buy now and appreciate for
years to come! Dial 753




Marina - Boat repair
property for sale on
Kentucky -"-take.
Approximately 4500
sq. ft. metal building
on one acre lake front
lot. Two additional








211 Mel. St. Felts., Ky.
TINSSIs
Ate Membership Applleatlea Regalreti
810 per veer 83 Mm. Chg. Nightly
*Dress code enforced
(dretyjesas er dress slurp)
* Not dogs - Pepsi - Popcorn




"Don't be left oat!"
Membership applleatleas available NOVI
of Villek Smith NW blots Office
501 Walast St. Who, Ky.
Far mere lets eell 472-1537 or salt Nereid cm.
Priesthood Alastager, at 472-1175.
miles east of Murray, S3000.
436-5482. 
FOR SALE: 2 wooded lots
within three miles of city
limits. Hat city water. Call
753-1380 after 6 pm. 
4S- FARMS FOR SALE . 
40 ACRE FARM. 32 acres
tendable land. Good 7 room
farm house, 3 out buildings,
in good location. Call 437
4343. 
.18 ACRES WITH good barn.
Calf 436 5581 or 753 0584.
"NO,WILSON, I DON'T -n-liNk I NO
LITTERING' SIGNS WOULD BE THE
'ANSWER."
46. HOMES FOR SALE
•
 -Al 
BY OWNER: 4 bedrooms,
43. REAL ESTATE 
s 






to help you in real
estate.
Wayne Wilson at
302 N. 12th St,
Sr Call 753-3253
TUCKED AWAY on a quiet
cul-de-sact,WalK to shopping
,center.. spend time refaXtrtg--
in your new 3 bedroom, 1/2
bath home with all new
appliances. Priced in the mid
530's. Cali 753-1492 for an
appointment., offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Sit and gaze at scenic
country beauty from
your own swing on
your own front porch.
Two bedroom home
with one acre of land is
available just in time
for spring gardeners.






NCE - Country, at-
mosphere' Just
minutes from town is
this 3 BR brick home





Central heat and air
for year around
comfort! Sound in-




21/2 baths, living room, dining
room, kitchen, study,
laundry, large family room
with fireplace, heat pump,
well insulated, 2 years old,
Gatesborough. 759-1149.
BY OWNER: Cozy country
home, fireplace, electric
heat, on approximately 1 1/2
acres, garden spot, fruit
trees, grapes, and
strawberries. Also two rental
trailers on land, for added
income. Call 753-8263. 
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
bath, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
ear in kitchen, gas heat, near
Murray High, 811 Doran
Road. 753-8405. 
BY BUILDER: new four
bedroom, 2' 2 bath house in
Canterbury Call 753-3903 for
further information. 
BY OWNER: Three
bedrooms, two full baths,
living room, large den with
fireplace,_ country kitchen,
two car garage, fenced
backyard, gas heat, central
air. Shown by appointment
only. Call 759-4503. 
FOR SALE by owner: 3
bedroom brick home with 2
baths, fireplace, formal
living room and dining,
utility room, 2 car garage.
House has extra lot. Located
2 miles east of Murray. Call
759.1086. 
FRAME HOUSE, 3011 So. 8th




753 5131, extension 111. 




NEW HOME 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. For more details call
753-5167. 
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living room,
den with WB fireplace, 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
electric air, brick porch and
patio,. landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinets, built-in
dishwasher, disposal, utility
room with Wi D conncections,
lots of storeage, walk-in
closets.. Low 4560'5
Appointment only, 753-4133
or '(7131 526-1592. 3844 Lake
St., Houston, TX 77098. 
TWO BEDROOM house on 2
acres with large barn west of
Murray 520,000.753-6645. 
47. MOTORCYCLES 
1972 HONDA 500, excellent
condition. will take, $6625 498
8397. 
HONDA MR 50, excellent
condition. 753-7104. 
NEW 1979 250 YZ, 500
Yamaha, like new, dressed.
50 cc tdeljet, new. Also a
camper for sale for long
wheel base truck. Call after 6
pm, 491 8856. 
1976 SUZUKI 500, EX-
CELLENT condition, low
4. LOTS FOR SALE  mileage,4800. 753-1913.
APPROXIMATELY ONE cal71.M.I GT 550 With wind
acre, aTaTer and septic, r jammer. $1000 or best offer.
Call 436 5601.
41. AUTO.  SERVICE 
FOUR CHROME reverse
wheels, 6 lug, for Chevrolet
truck. $60 Call 753-2906 or
759-4601
FOUR R EAUSG-TOS wick
brute tires with white spoke
rims Excellent condition.
Call 753 0327.
OIL LUSE filter only $8.99,
includes 5 qt. major brand




NEW OFFICE HOURS - •
Ntonda -Frida 7.30-Noon
P1IC1 HAIR CUT 3I.50
Foe hospital & bees. eat please
roma. Notary
can 753-3685 one air; it' ad-





Walls, windows, floors and carpets Free estimates
Insured and experienced. Call
759-1176 day or night.
MARBLE
Designed and Custom made right here in
Murray. If you don't know your merble. . .
Know your manufacturer.
"Quality That Will Please"
Thornton Tile
And Marble
61? So. 9th 7S3 5719
41, USED CARS
1971 BUICK LeSABRA, good
mechanical condition, power
steering, brakes, air, cruise.
Call 4362289 after 5 pm 
CADILLAC SEVILLE, 1976,
excellent condition, 23,000
miles, ivory (pale yellow),
wire wheels, $8,000.
Paducah, 554-1217. 
1962 CHEVY, 4 door, mag
wheels, burnt valves, best
offer_ 436 2625. 
1976 CORDOBA, FULLY
loaded including sun roof,
53500. 492 8899 after 5. 498
8643 anytime.
1972 CADILLAC, FOUR door
hardtop, S1350. Call 7534445. 
1976 DODGE CHARGER SE.
maroon, good condition,
S4250. Call 753-2617, ask for
Tracy Williams. 
1976 FORD ELITE, loaded,
with power seats and win
dows, cruise, tilt, air, AM
FM stereo tape, deluxe in
tenor and exterior trim.
$3800 or best offer Phone 759-
1429.
FOR SALE or trade: 1974
Grand Prix with sun roof,
call 753-6953. 
1975 FORD GRANADA, 6
cylinder, automatic, power
and air, local, one owner,
51995. 1975 El Camino, good






1971 FORD LTD, 351,
automatic, air, 5450. 753-7918. 
MUST SELL! 1976 Ford
Granada, excellent con-
dition, low mileage. For
more information call 767-
468? or 767.4562. 
1974 MUSTANG, 4 SPEED,
good condition. Call 753-7775. 
1975 PONTIAC VENTURA,
2-door, sharp with mag
wheels, good condition.
:Asking $2250. Call 759-1736 or
see at 407 S 4th St. 
1970 PLYMOUTH ROAD
Runner, 383 engine with air,
has new tires, good body and
running condition_ $850.
From 10 till 5:30, 753-4150
after 5.30 call. 759-1613, ask
for Jerry Keith. 
1965 PONTIAC, FOUR door,
good mechanical condition.
753-3298. 
1979 T- BIRD, 759-4459 after 5
pm.
1979 TRANS AM, 1,300 miles,
$7000. 1976 Trans Am, 5,4750.
753-8730 if no answer 753 6965.
1, 
1974 Buick legal, ex-
cellent condition, air,
AM-FM radio, also 1972
Chevy Impala in good
condition. Call after 5,
753-9964. Must Set
i11977 T-BIRD, DOVE gray
with dove gray velvet in
tenor, moon roof, loaded
with all equipment, western
wheels and new tires, 14,000
miles, 55850. Call 759-4515
days, and 759-4852 nights. 
1976 VEGA, NICE, will
trade, 51500. 436 2506. 
so. USED TRUCKS 
1974 CHEVY C65 with 10 ft.
gravel dump, excellent
shape, $7500. (615) 232-7404.
1977 FORD RANGER 150
pickup, 4 wheel drive, air,
power brakes, power
steering, automatic, tool box,
11,500 miles, one owner. 753
8257. . 
FOR SALE: 1969 Chevrolet
pickup with topper. Will see
to highest bidder. 753-5923. 
1969 GMC WITH 11 ft. New
Leader spreader bed, new
motor, $6000. (615) 232,7404.
1977 TOYOTA PICKUP,
10,000 miles, white spoke
wheels, air conditioned, new
topper. See at 420 S 8th
Street.
51. CAMPERS 
12 FOOT CAMPER trailer,
excellent condition. Call 436
2448 after 5 pm. 
PROWLER, NUMBER 1
seller in America 27 floor
plans to choose from. We
have one just right for your
family. Arrowhead Camper,
Sales, Highway 80 E,
Mayfield, KY. 247-8187. 
17' PHEONI X CAMPER,




trailors, 5th wheels, and
popup. Both new and used.
Complete line; parts and
accessories, hitches, brakes,
and rights; Installed. White's
Camper Sales, located East
94 highway toward Ken





dition, tilt with spare wheel,
753-8071.
1973 BASS BOAT, 60 hp
Johnson motor, trolling
motor and tilt trailer,
Reasonable. 753 7595. 
FOR SALE 1966 Elec
tromatic 40 hp Johnson







Dilly trailer. Call after
4 p.m. 753-0588.
28' NEW CUSTOM luxury
Pontoon Houseboat Needs
completion Must see to
appreciate. 5,1,500. Days 642-
71913. Nights 642 7581.
16' SWISS SIR ski boat with
90 hp Johnson, red and white
fiberglass, including canvas
top, heavy duty trailer, skiis,
rope, presservers, will pull 2
skiers, $850. Call 753-7405. 
40' STARDUST
HOUSEBOAT. Newly
redecorated, 210 hp Chrysler
1.0., rebuilt this spring. CB, 8
track, sleeps 6. Very clean.
Can be seen at Mansard
Island. $9500. Days, 642-7190,
nights 642-7581.
17' . THUNDERBIRD, OB,
boat and trailer, big bboat,
$600. 15' Faubuglass, ib, nice,
$350. Will trade. 436-2506. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
APPLIANCE REPAIR





roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753-
5167. 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,.
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362 4895. 
'BACK HOE WORK, septifix-
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706. 
BUSHOGGING, ROOF
repair and new roofing,
building tear downs, sum-
merize houses, trailer roof
coating, if you need it we'll
probally do it. Experienced
and guarenteed work. 753
2418 between 8 am and 9 pm. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm. 
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references, V ibra-Vac steam





753-1486 between 7 am and
3.30pm, ask for Shelley. 
HOUSEWORK WANTED.
Experienced, reliable, want
one or two days a week. $22
per day. Call 247 5716. 
HAULING GRAVEL, dirt,
sawdust, etc. 7534120. 
INSULATION BLOWN in
attics and walls. For free
estimates call 753 7505 or 753
8277. 
IT'S CLEAN-UP time. Junk
cars cluttering your yard and
fields? Free pickup service.
474-8854 or 527-1315. 
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears; 753 2310, for free
estimates, 
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 753 1537. 
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
care, by the job or contract
for the entire season. Call
436-5570 after 5 pm. Free
estimates. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203. 






after 6 p.m. 489-
2322.
NEW LAWNMOWER Shop
located at Murray Sport
Marine Center, 718 S 4th




ching, also seal coating. Call
753-7148 or 753-9043. Located
at Murray Speedway, High-
way 641 N of Murray. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
ifIffiveways, walks, patios,




realistic prices. Call for















rocked and graded, all size
pea gravel, free estimates.
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
after 4 pm. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and Chips. Call
for Tree et-Ulnae, steve Shaw-
753-9490 or Bob Kemp 435-
4343. 
FOR ELECTRICAL work
call Jerry Osbron, 753 9464..
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free esti Mates- - for your
needs.
FOR YOUR chain link
fencing needs, contact
Montgomery Ward. Free





753 2310 for free estimates.
NEED YOUR yard mowed?
759-1894. 
PAINTING OF 'all kinds,
home or commercial. No job









Jack Glover, 753 1873 after 6
pm
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, .also pat

















shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes.. 15 years
experience. Call 435-4173. 
ROOFING, NEW houses. Re.
roof, built up roof, and
trailer roof coating. Call 753-
3310. 
SERVICES OFFERED, if
YOu _need it done, we can do
it. From cars (tune up
specials) to carpentry_
Phone 474 2770. • 
WET BASEMF-NT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed.
Call or write Morgan Con-
!,truction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1-442-7026. 
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home. 753-2211. 
WILL PLOW and disk
gardens. 753-1973 or 753-3/13. 
WILL CLEAN houses and do
yardwork. Call 492-8857. 
WILL DO housekeeping,
$3.50 per hour, experienced,
have references. Call 474-
8834 or 474-2395. 
WILL INSTALL carpet, tile
and yiny(. Also. do
painting jobs. Free
estimates. Call 436-2623 after
6 pm
57. WANTED 
PAYING NEW higher rate
for silver coins, $4.50 for $1.00
face. Kennedy halves 1965.69,
75 cents. Call Cooley in Paris,
(901) 642-5118. 
WANTED: PERSONS in-
terested in forming country-






I, Will also build to suit)
Hardware Store
Outstanding shopping-center location in Murray
flanked by high-traffic supermarket and drugstore.
Carries top national brands of hardware, sporting
goods, housewares, gifts, auto accessories - plus 6
more exciting departments.
No retail experience needed - we train you in our
unique hardware school, keep on helping with our
- Comprehensive Total-service progfiiih-lha-E -covers
advertising, accounting, taxes, insurance, in-
ventory control, store layout and display.
Requires $160,000 personal investment.
Write or call for Coast to Coasty Story.
Larry Bowser
Coast to Coast
803 N. Englewood Drive
Crawfordsville, IN. 47933
(317) 362-5000
OPEN HOUSE, SUNDAY, MAY 6, 2 TO 4 p.m.
2021 Gatesborough Drive
Located in Gatesborough Subdivision, vacant
and ready to move into. Have you ever seen a
home with the GREAT ROOM concept? This one
has a beautiful beamed ceiling and large
fireplace with gas starter, a lovely color scheme
and many features you will want to see. Three
bedrooms, 21/2 baths, formal dining room, 2-car
garage, convenient kitchen with pantry island.
60's.
1100 County Cork Drive
Lovely horne in Gatesborough subdivision sure
to please your family. 'Three bedrooms with
master bedroom being 281,2 x 151/2, all bedrooms
have double storage, stained glass window
beside stairway adds that extra touch of class to
a very elegant home. Priced in the 70's. Look for
our signs, everywhere!
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I Funerals I
Funeral Services
To Be Sunday For
Mrs. Lillian'Todd
Funeral services will be
held a 2 p.m. Sunday at the
Elm Grove Baptist for Mrs.
lallian Todd. The Revs. C.C.
Brasher and Calvin Wilkins
will officiate. Burial will be in
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call after 1
p.m. today at the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home,
Murray.
Mrs. Todd, 83, formerly oi
Route 1, Alrno, died at 5 a.m.
Friday at the home of A
daughter, Mrs. Ware Bea
Waukesha, Wis.
She is survived by,
daughters, two sons, one
sister, two brothers, 11
grandchildren, one step





Homer Saegesser, 75, 1710
Calloway, died at 10:45 a.m.
Friday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
A retired banker and a
member of the Emmanuel
Lutheran Church, Murray,
Saegesser is survived by his
wife, Marie: one son, Samuel,
of Benton; three sisters, Anne
Fulte, Scottsdale, Ariz., Violia
Dennis, Sadasus, 111., and
Rose VanBehsen, Ransom,
MO.: three brothers, Samuel
A., Effingham, 111., Charles
F., Shamway, Ill., and
Willard, Mattoon, Ill.; and one
grandson, , Steven A., Seattle,
Wash.
Friends may call after 1
p.m. Sunday at the Max
Church Funeral Home.
Funeral services will be held
at 9 a.m. Monday at the
funeral home with the Rev.
Raymond W. Gage officiating.
Burial will be at 4 p.m.
Monday at Trinity Lutheran
Cemetery in Shamway, Ill.
The family 'requests that
memorial contributions be




The Pain and Joy of
Christian Community" will be
the subject of the sermon by
the Rev. R. E. Rabatin, pastor
of the First Presbyterian
Church, Main and 16th
Streets, at the services at
10:45 a.m. on Sunday, May 6,
at the church. His scripture
will be from Romans12 : 9-15.
• The Chancel Choir, directed
by 'Lisa Slater with Rick
McManus as organist, will
, sing the anthem, "Rise Up, 0
Men of God."
Ushers on Sunday will be
Ken Wolf, Dell Peterson,
----Jerrr- Madder; -. 4.
Garrott.
Church School will be at 9:30
a.m. on Sunday with the Adult
Class to study "Marriage and
Divorce" with Dr. Adam
Lanning as the Sunday
speaker.
The Women of the church
will meet at 7:30 p.m. on
sunday for the installation of
officers and the annual bir-
thday program.......
The church will have a
session meeting on Wed-
nesday,May 9, at 7:30 p.m.
somi 
--DERBY WINNERS — Winners in the Pinewood Derby for Pack 73 held April 29 at
Southwest Galloway Elementary School we're (from left) Tommy Vance, third place,
Chris Paschall, second place, Iked Houston, first place 'and declared pack winner, and
Larry Foutch, best looking ear. Registration for Cub Scouts for next yek will be held at
the monthly pack meeting at 7 p.m. May 29. Boys between the ages Of 8-10 and in-
terested in scouting are asked to attend with their parents.
The •;Calloway County Dry
League and Citizens for Drug
Control will meet Monday,
May 7, at 7 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall,
South Third and Maple
Streets, Murray.
All members and interested




The annual King and Queen
Pageant at Fern Terrace
Lodge will be held Sunday,
May 6, at 2 p.m. at the lodge.
Candidates for the queen
are Elizabeth Ruddle, Selma
Stubblefield, Winnie O'Leary,
Tencil Turner, and Pearl
Skinner.
Candidates for the king are
Arthur Jones, Les Mattingly,
Leslie Burkhart, Lowell
Copeland, and Don Riley.
"The master of ceremonies
will be Robert 0. Miller. The
public is invited to attend, a
lodge spokesman said.
Memorial Church
To Hear Pastor At
Services On Sunday
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor of the Memorial
BaptiseChurch, will speak at
the 10:50 a.m. and 7 pan.
services on Sunday, May 6.
Halford Beane, deacon of the
week, will assist in the ser-
vices.
Milton Greshaii, new
minister of mtsfc for the
- --church-,--w111---piesent special
Music at the Morning services
followiag the children's
sermon. Margaret Wilkins is
organist and Sharon Owens is
pianist.
At the evening service the
ordinances of baptistism and
The Lord's Supper will be
observed. Spcial music will be
by Anne Lough.
Sunday School will be at 9:4C
a.m. with Elbert Thomason as
director, and Church Training
will be at 6 p.m. with Bill
Zambella as director.
TEACHER OF THE YEAR — Freed Curd, who has taught
for 19 years, has been selected as Teacher of the- Year by
the Students in Action for Education at Calloway County
High School The selection was announced at the group's
annual banquet held recently. Curd has a bs. degree in
history and has a Masters Rank I in administration. To be
selected for the honor, a teacher must have been a'
CCHS for two years and must have high professional
goals as well as high moral standards.
Dry League & Drug Assembly Of God To
Meeting Is Planned Honor Pastor And
Family Here Sunday
The First Assembly of God
will hold regular Sunday
services with Sunday School
starting at 10 a.m. and wor-
ship at 11 a.m. The speaker
will be the pastor, the Rev.
Darrell Ramsey.
Following the service a
potluck dinner at the City-
County park in appreciation of
Rev. Ramsey, his wife, Patti,
and their sons, Darrell and
Nathan, will be held. This
Rev. Darrell Ramsey
marks the first year he and his
family have been ministering
to the church.
Originally, the family came
from Loveland, Ohio to
Murray. He isi a graduate of
Murray State where he was a
member of the Racer football
team. He is currently taking
courses • from the Berean
Schoo1/6f Bible in Springfield,
Mo.
Friends and the public are
invited to worship and attend
the dinner. The church is
located at the corner of 16th
and Glendale Rd. For tran-





-County Swim Team will begin
its pre-season conditioning
program at the Murray State
University pool on Monday,
May 7, at 3 p.m.
Sessions will continue
throughout the week at that
time. Registration forms will
be available at the pool for




Masses at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will be held at 630
p.m. today and at 8 and 11
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday,
May 6, with the pastor, the
Rev. Martin Mattingly, to
speak on the subject, "The
Shepherd and the Exchange of
Gifts," with scripture from
John 10:11-18.
The May Procession will be
held at the close of the 11 a.m.
mass on Sunday with the
children in the grade school to
participate. This is an annual
event to honor the Blessed
Virgin, Rev. Mattingly said.
Church School Classes for
grades 1 to 12 and Adult Class




The Rev. Dr. W. E. Mischke.
Sr., father of the present
minister and former pastor of
the First United Methodist
Church from 1959-63, will be
the speaker at the 8:45 and
10:45 a.m. services on Sunday,
May 6, at the First Church.
His subject will be "A
Parable of Salvation" with
scripture from Luke 15:11-32.
Dr. Mischke, Sr., served the
Mullins United Methodist
Church, Memphis, Tenn., until
his retirement in 1969, and at
the present time he is em-
ployed parttime as minister of
evangelism.
Mrs. H. Glenn • Doran Will
sing a solo, "Room At The
Cross For • You," at both
services. The Chancel Choir.
directed .by Paul Shahan with
Bea Farrell as organist, will
sing the anthem, "0 Saviour
Of The World," at the later
service.
Church School will be at 9:45
a.m. Sunday.
Children's Choirs will meet
from 4 to 6 p.m.. and Bible
Study will be at 6 p.m. on
Sunday at the church.
The Junior and Senior
United Methodist Youth will
meet Sunday at 1 p.m. for an




"What Makes A' Good
Christian?" will be the subject
of the sermon by the Rev. Dr
David C. Roos, minister of the
First Christian Church
Disciples of Christ on
Sunday, May 6, at 10:45 -Elan
His scripture will be from
Matthew 22:34-40.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Margaret Porter with
Maxine Clark as org-nist, wil:
sing the anthem, "God Is
Working His Purpose Out."
Jeff Koch will be worship
leader, Richie Herndon will be
candle lighter, and Mr. and
Mrs. Bailey Gore and Mr. arc
Mrs. Steve Shaw will be
greeters.
Serving as elders will be del
Fleming and Auburn Wells.
Deacons will. be Voris Wells,
Jim Boone, Dr. Ron Cella.
Darrel McFerron, and Fred
Wells.
The flowers on the com-
munion table will be in
memory of the deceased
members of the Wear-Helm
Service Circle Class.
Miss Rozella Hem. will be
the official church visitor for
the week of May 8.
The youth groups will meet
at 5:30 p.m. Sunday for supper
with youth groups to meet at 6
p.m.
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER: Michael W. HeA1111"-yn, center, 2424 19th Avenue, Columbus,Aas on the Murray State University campus recently to accept the $800 Dr. Morgansok, Jr., Memorial Scholarship for the 1979-80 school year. A graduate student fromolumbus (Ga.) College, he will study aquatic biology. Dr. Sisk, a member of thebiological sciences faculty at the university, lost his life in an automobile accident. HisAidow, lane, right, was on hand to greet the scholarship recipient, while Heyn's wife,Pia looks on from the left
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
NATIONAL
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
— Millions of California
motorists face an emergency
gasoline gales program that
could limit purchases to every
other day and which, if
violated; could carry POO
fines and jail terms of up to six
months for dealers.
Under the rules announced
on Friday by Gov. Edmund
Brown Jr., it would be illegal
to fill any car with -more than
20 gallons of gas or to "top off"
any tank that already is more
than half full.
LOS ANGELES r AP) —
Film legend John Wayne, once
again battling cancer that
claimed his stomach four
months ago and his left lung 15
years ago, has volunteered for
Talmadge Jones To
Speak Here Sunday
Talmadge • Jones, prison
minster at Eddyville, will be
the speaker at the 10:30 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services on
Sunday, May 6, at the
University Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Robert
Hendon, Keith Hays, Steve
cochrtun, Danny Claiborne,
Leroy Eldridge, and Steve
Welter.
Serving The Lord's Supper,
will be Willard Ails, James
Feltner, Harold Grogan,
Gearl Suiter, Rob Erwin, John
Simmons, Freed Curd, David
Thompson, • and Roland
Goodgion.
Nursery supervisors will be
Sue Hoover, Martha Ails,
Anna Faye Taylor, and Peggy
Taylor.




The North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Dewayne Franklin,
speak on the subject, "Secrets
of Family Security," at the 11
a.m. worship services on
Sunday. May 6, at the church.
. The week of May 6 to 13 has
been designated as Family
Week. Sunday School Will be
at 10a.m.
During the evening service
at 7 p.m. the pastor will
continue with his series of
sermons, on the Seven Chur-
ches of Revelation. This week
the church at Thyatire will be
studied.
an experimental research
project to help solve the
"tragic riddle" of cancer.
Cancer cells were found
throughout tissue surgeons
removed during an operation
Wednesday to repair the 71-
year-old actor's blocked, ins
testine, UCLA medical center
administrator Bernard Stroh-







Medicare, Medicaid and other
federally financed health
programs are wasting hun-
dreds of millions of dollars a
year paying for prescription
drugs the government admits
are ineffective.
The group's director, Dr.
Sidney M. Wolfe, said in a
letter to Healt13, Education
and Welfare Secretary Joseph
A. Callfano Jr. that the
department has failed
repeatedly in the last decade
to heed its own proposals to
stop purchasing such drugs
for poor, elderly or otherwise
dependent patients.
WASHINGTON ( AP, — The
United Rubber Workers union,




The First Baptist Churcb
will obsrve the ordinance of
The Lord' i Supper at the 1045
a.m. services on Sunday, May
6, with the pastor, the Rev. Dr.
Bill Whittaker, to speak on the
subjecgt, "Hope."
Spectal music will behy the
Church Choir, directed by
Wayne Halley with Joan
Bowker as organist and Allene
Knight as pianist. Mr. Halley
will also sing a solo for the
offertory.
. • Dr. Ken Winters, deacon of
the week, and the Rev. G. T.
Moody, associate pastor, will
assist in the services:
The election of deacons will
follow the morning worship.
At the 7:p.m. services the
pastor will speak on the
subject, "Baptist and The
Bible" with scripture from Il
Timothy 3:14-17.
Special music will be a duet
by Cynthia Crouch and Linda
Wright, and a selection by the
Church Choir.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training will
be at 6 pan.
against Uniroyal, is resuming
contract talks still promising
to ignore President Carter's
antiinflation guidelines.
On Friday, URW President
Peter Bommarito called off a
walkout originally threatened
for 12:01 a.m. today against
Uniroyal Inc., the nation's
third largest rubber company.
Contract talks are scheduled
to resume Monday in New
York.
INTERNATIONAL
LONDON ( AP ) — A jubilant
Margaret Thatcher, who led
her Conservative Party to the
largest majority in
Parliament in 13 years, began
forming her Cabinet today as





will be held at the Grace
Baptist church, 617 South
Ninth Street, Murray, on
Sunday, May 6, at 10:45 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m. with the Pastor,
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe, as the
speaker.
Dan Billington will be the
music director with Dwane
Jones as organist and Anita
Underhill as pianist.
Nursery workers will be
Faye Tefft, Don Tefft, Freda
Jones, Terry Downey, and
Bonnie Hale.
For bus routes' information
persons may call L. D. Work-
man, 753-8975 or 753-5782.
Rev. Richard Brew
To Be Honored Here
At Free Will Church
The Rev. Richard Drew,
ntustor of the Free Will Baptist
church will celebrate his sixth
anniversary as pastor of the
2hurch on Sunday, May 6. -
Guest speaker at the Sunday
morning service will be the
Rev. Jasper Pratt. The af-
ternoon speaker will be the
Rev. Tharpe, pastor of the
First Christian Church,
lyaducah.
• Dinner will be served at 3





John Dale will be the
speaker at the 8:30 and 10:40
a.m. and 6 p.m. services on
Sunday, May 6, at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
His morning subject will be
"By What Authority?" with
scripture from Matthew 21: 18-
23, and his evening subject
will be "From Heaven or
From Men?" with scripture
from Matthew 21:23-27.
Assisting in the services will
oe Jerry Ainley, Jerry Bolls,
Kelly Crouse, Larry Evans,
Lonnie Furr, Kim Weather-
ford, Ken - Farley, Ron
McNutt, Gary Lamb, Lorin
Watson, and Mike Lyons.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Floyd Garland,
Mike Lybris, Frank Hargis,
'Forest Boyd, and Glen B.
Gibbs. David Wright arid
Randy Wright will serve on
the Extension Department.
• Karen Carraway will be the
teen nursery helper - taxi
- Rhonda Manners will be the
special class helper.
Serving the audience for
The Lord's Supper for May
will be Johnny Bohannon,
Gerald Stone, Kerry Stone,
Tommy Carra way , Danny
Cleaver, Bernie Wisehart,
Jerry Fulton, Ed A. Thomas,
Larry Cunningham, Paul
Kelly, Prentice Thomas, and
Wayne Wilson.
Nursery attendants for May
will be Patsy Rogers, Sue




Warner, Hoyland Jones, and
Carol Sims.
Bus drivers for May will be
Bernfe Wilferd, Jack Ward,










You get french fries, cote slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!
only $279
presents certificates to thc winners of the essay-contelt entitled 'Get Out „yid Vote.
ESSAY WINNERS — North'catkovay Sementarx School principal Jim Fe tner onday & TuesdayIt Really Important?: sponsored by the Murray Jaycees. Winners were (from left) Lori •
Burkeenclohn Mark Rtiber'N 'mid Van BucY• Photo Sy Motesia )ones " Murray
Highway 641
South, Murray DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET inc. Telephone753-2617
